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Abstract 
The purpose of this study is to compare different approaches to modeling the 
reductive dechlorination of chlorinated ethenes in the anaerobic region of an upward flow 
constructed wetland by microbial consortia. A controlled simulation experiment that 
compares three different approaches to modeling the degradation of chlorinated ethenes 
in wetland environments is conducted and investigates how each of the modeling 
approaches affect simulation results. 
Concepts like microbial growth in the form of a biofilm and spatially varying 
contaminant concentrations bring the validity of the CSTR assumption into question. 
These concepts are incorporated into the different modeling approaches to evaluate the 
CSTR assumption. 
Model simulations show that spatially varying contaminant concentrations have a 
significant affect on contaminant effluent concentrations. Additionally, the significance 
of the incorporation of a biofilm concept depends on the time characteristics of both 
diffusive mass transport and reaction kinetics. 
A COMPARISON OF MODELING APPROACHES IN SIMULATING 
CHLORINATED ETHENE REMOVAL IN A CONSTRUCTED WETLAND BY A 
MICROBIAL CONSORTIA 
I. Introduction 
Chlorinated ethenes and their natural transformation products represent the most 
prevalent organic groundwater contaminants in the country (McCarty, 1996). Only in the 
past 20-25 years has it been discovered that microbial activity in natural wetland 
environments can degrade these compounds to innocuous end products. This knowledge, 
coupled with new technologies in microbiology and the environmental sciences, has 
inspired researchers to investigate the microbial processes and interactions that lead to the 
bioremediation of chlorinated ethenes. One area of research focuses on using constructed 
wetland environments to remediate groundwater contaminated with chlorinated ethenes. 
Background 
Over the past three decades, the United States Air Force (USAF) and the 
Department of Defense (DoD) have identified thousands of sites containing groundwater 
contaminated with chlorinated ethenes such as Perchloroethene (PCE), Trichloroethene 
(TCE), isomers of Dichloroethene (DCE), and Vinyl Chloride (VC). Both PCE and TCE 
are widely used as industrial solvents to clean grease from metal parts, and are used in the 
production of various consumer products. Additionally, PCE is used in the dry-cleaning 
industry. Dichloroethene is also used as an industrial solvent and in the production of 
certain flexible plastics. Vinyl Chloride is primarily used in the production of polyvinyl 
chloride (PVC), a plastic used to make pipes, wire coatings, and packaging material. 
There are several ways in which chlorinated ethenes like PCE, TCE, DCE, and 
VC can get into groundwater, such as careless use and disposal practices, leakage from 
underground storage tanks and landfills, and through the breakdown of other chlorinated 
ethenes. Due to their relatively low solubility in water and high densities, chlorinated 
ethenes tend to remain in a nonaqueous-phase liquid (NAPL) form that sinks to the 
bottom of an aquifer. However, a portion of the NAPL does solubilize and significant 
concentrations of chlorinated ethenes can be found in groundwater. Once solubilized, the 
contaminant moves through the aquifer with the groundwater, sorbing and desorbing to 
the soil, and creating a plume of contaminant with decreasing concentration as it flows 
further from the source of contamination. 
Implications of human exposure to chlorinated ethenes vary from compound to 
compound. The International Agency for Research on Cancer (IARC) has determined 
that both PCE and TCE are probable human carcinogens and can cause damage to the 
liver and kidney at high dose levels (Agency, 2001). While DCE has not been deemed a 
probable human carcinogen due to a lack of significant evidence, it has been found to be 
associated with liver and kidney damage (Agency, 2001). On the other hand, VC is a 
known human carcinogen that causes a myriad of other problems (Agency, 2001). High 
levels of VC exposure can cause liver, kidney, heart, lung, and nerve damage as well as 
prevent blood clotting (Agency, 2001). These compounds have become such a problem 
in the environment that the Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR) 
has listed VC and TCE as two of their Top 20 Hazardous Substances (Agency, 2001). It 
is apparent that high levels of exposure to any of these chemicals can be harmful, if not 
fatal, to humans, and sites containing chlorinated ethenes must be remediated to safe 
levels. 
The most popular form of chlorinated ethene remediation is the pump-and-treat 
method. In fact, approximately 89% of all groundwater-contaminated sites use this 
technology today (National Research Council, 1999). The pump-and-treat method 
utilizes several different on-site treatment technologies like air strippers and bioreactors 
to remove chlorinated ethenes from groundwater. 
Air strippers remove chlorinated ethenes from groundwater by cascading the 
water over a series of baffles, thus increasing the surface area of water that is exposed to 
the air and volatilizing the contaminant. Now that the chlorinated ethene is in a gaseous 
form, Clean Air Act (CAA) regulations require that air expelled from air strippers be 
filtered using either a carbon filter or a biofilter (Sayles, 1993). The effluent from an air 
stripper is either returned to the aquifer or allowed to run off into a stream or lake. 
A bioreactor is a vessel in which biological reactions are carried out by 
microorganisms or enzymes contained within the vessel (Armenante, 1993). Examples 
of the types of bioreactors in use today are the agitated, surface-aerated, rotating-disc, 
packed-bed, and fluidized-bed bioreactors. 
Use of air strippers and bioreactors require large amounts of energy and 
maintenance to reduce contaminant levels to Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) 
standards. Additionally, extraction and treatment equipment are costly capital 
investments that require constant maintenance and repair. 
As stated earlier, chlorinated ethenes are relatively insoluble in water; so, 
depending on the size and amount of contamination, remediation of groundwater 
contaminated with chlorinated ethenes can last many years or even decades. Due to long 
remediation times and the current energy and equipment intensive remediation methods, 
the cost of remediating just one contaminated site can be in the tens of millions of dollars. 
The USAF currently uses the pump-and-treat remediation method at the majority 
of its groundwater remediation sites. To date, the AF has spent hundreds of billions of 
dollars on treating sites contaminated with PCE and TCE. With many sites still on the 
clean-up list, the AF will spend billions more to Ireat these sites using current technology. 
In the quest for cheaper, more efficient, and effective methods of contaminant 
remediation, it has been discovered that natural wetland environments can completely 
degrade chlorinated ethenes to innocuous end products like carbon dioxide (CO2) and 
water (Lorah and Olsen, 1999). 
Wetland environments are complex ecosystems containing many microbial 
populations that assist and facilitate the degradation of contaminants. Regions within a 
wetland may be classified as either aerobic or anaerobic. The aerobic region is the top 
layer of the wetland containing plant roots that supply the region with oxygen. The 
anaerobic region is the bottom layer of the wetland and contains no oxygen. Each region 
hosts various populations of microorganisms that perform different metabolic processes 
that directly or indirectly degrade contaminants flowing through the wetland. The 
degradation pathway of PCE in a wetland environment is first to TCE, then to isomers of 
DCE, to VC, to ethene, and finally to CO2 and water. Some microbial populations can 
degrade these chlorinated ethenes directly to CO2 and water, skipping the subsequent 
compounds in the degradation pathway (Lee et al, 1998). 
Four main degradation processes govern the degradation of chlorinated ethenes: 
energy-yielding oxidations, co-metabolic oxidations, energy-yielding reductions, and co- 
metabolic reductive dehalogenation (Lee et al., 1998). Energy-yielding oxidations occur 
in either the aerobic or anaerobic region when certain microbial populations use 
chlorinated ethenes as a primary energy source for cell growth and maintenance. Co- 
metabolic oxidations are another aerobic degradation process in which enzymes produced 
by microorganisms act on a primary substrate, such as methane, fortuitously degrade 
chlorinated ethenes (Lee et al., 1998). Energy-yielding reductions occur in the anaerobic 
region and are similar to the energy-yielding oxidation process except that the chlorinated 
contaminant is used as an electron acceptor instead of an electron donor. Co-metabolic 
reductive dehalogenation also occurs in the anaerobic region and appears to be a side- 
reaction carried out by many types of anaerobic microorganisms, including methanogens, 
sulfate-reducing bacteria (Bagley and Gossett, 1989), and novel bacteria types that do not 
fall into either category (Maymo-Gatell et al, 1995). 
Of particular interest to this research effort are the reductive dehalogenation 
processes that occur in the anaerobic region of a wetland environment. Because 
groundwater and sediment microenvironments are frequently limited in oxygen 
(anaerobic), it is generally believed that reductive dehalogenation is a key initial 
biological step to achieve biodegradation of highly chlorinated compounds in these 
environments (Lee et al., 1998). 
Previous research conducted by Captain Colby Hoefar (2000) developed a 
fundamental model of the degradation of chlorinated ethenes in a constructed wetland. 
His thesis, "Modeling Chlorinated Ethene Removal in Constructed Wetlands: A System 
Dynamics Approach", took a macroscopic look at the degradation of chlorinated ethenes 
in constructed wetlands, but additional detail was needed in describing the microbial 
interactions and processes in the methanogenic, or anaerobic, region. 
Captain Randy Roberts (2001) followed Hoefar's work with his thesis, "Modeling 
Chlorinated Ethene Removal in the Methanogenic Zone of Constructed Wetlands: A 
System Dynamics Approach".  This model investigated the microbial interactions and 
competition in the anaerobic region, adding further detail to constructed wetland research 
and modeling efforts. 
Both of these models conceptualized the different regions of the wetland as 
continuously stirred tank reactors (CSTR) as a modeling simplification Intuitively, this 
assumption appears flawed because one can reason that microbial activity in one region 
of the wetland will decrease contaminant concentrations for subsequent regions. It is 
conceivable to consider that contaminant concentrations vary not only temporally, but 
spatially as well. 
Additionally, the models developed by Hoefar and Roberts describe the 
microorganisms as being suspended in the aqueous phase. In flowing systems, there is a 
continuous input of nutrients that encourages rapid growth and reproduction of 
colonizing bacteria and the eventual buildup of biofilms (Marshall, 1997). Modeling 
bacteria as a biofilm has implications regarding the bioavailability of contaminants to 
microorganisms for degradation.  Suspended microorganisms are modeled as having 
direct access to contaminants as they surround them in the aqueous phase. On the other 
hand, biofilms require that the contaminant be transported to the microorganisms through 
a mass transfer process that could limit the amount of degradation taking place. Thus, 
contaminants are more bioavailable to microorganisms suspended in the aqueous phase 
as opposed to microorganisms contained within a biofilm. 
The possibility of spatially varying contaminant concentrations and biofilm mass 
transfer limitations leads us to believe that the CSTR simplification may be flawed in the 
context of a constructed wetland. Perhaps a modeling approach that allows for spatially 
varying contaminant concentrations and mass transfer limitations may be more 
appropriate when modeling the degradation of chlorinated ethenes within a wetland 
environment. 
Problem Statement 
The purpose of this study is to compare different approaches to modeling the 
reductive dechlorination of chlorinated ethenes in the anaerobic region of an upward flow 
constructed wetland by microbial consortia. A controlled experiment that compares three 
different approaches to modeling the degradation of chlorinated ethenes in wetland 
environments will be conducted and will investigate how each of the modeling 
approaches affect simulation results. Model #1 will model degradation using the CSTR 
assumption and will be the baseline model for this study, Model #2 will use a tanks-in- 
series approach to simulate the spatial variation in contaminant concentrations, and 
Model #3 will incorporate a biofilm concept that will introduce a mass transfer process 
that can limit contaminant degradation processes. 
Coupled with the research of Hoefar and Roberts, a comprehensive model 
predicting the degradation of chlorinated ethenes in a constructed wetland could be 
formulated and used to assist engineers in the design and construction of remediation 
wetlands. 
Research Questions 
1. What effect does a spatially varying contaminant concentration have on effluent 
concentrations? 
2. What modeling approach best represents a biofilm concept as the degradation 
mechanism in a constructed wetland? 
3. How do the biofilm models compare to the CSTR and Tanks-in-series models? 
Does the biofilm concept have any effect on effluent concentrations or can the 
CSTR simplifying assumption be tolerated in accurately studying the dynamics of 
the system? 
4. What simplifying assumptions regarding biofilm contaminant transport and 
reaction kinetics can be tolerated in accurately studying the dynamics of the 
system? 
Scope/Limitations 
This study is limited to investigating the degradation of PCE, TCE, DCE, and VC 
in the anaerobic region of a constructed wetland. The effects of pH and temperature on 
microbial activity will not be addressed in this study. An additional assumption will be 
that the anaerobic region has been depleted of all other electron acceptors and 
methanogenic conditions exist. Further, this work will be based on one of the upward 
flow constructed wetland treatment cells at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base (AFB), OH. 
These wetland treatment cells were built by the USAF and are being used by the Air 
Force Institute of Technology (AFIT) in conjunction with Wright State University to 
explore the use of constructed wetlands as a remediation tool for groundwater 
contaminated with chlorinated ethenes. 
II. Literature Review 
Introduction 
The pump-and-treat method of remediation utilizes two basic methods to remove 
chlorinated ethenes from groundwater. The first method uses physical processes to 
separate the contaminant from the groundwater. An example of a physical method would 
be using an air stripper to volatilize chlorinated ethenes from contaminated groundwater. 
The second method uses bioreactors that utilize biological processes to remove the 
contaminants. Biological processes in bioreactors are carried-out by various populations 
of microorganisms. There are many kinds of bioreactors, most incorporating some type 
of mechanical system like mixers or aerators to facilitate the degradation of 
contaminants. A constructed wetland is basically another form of a bioreactor except that 
it doesn't need mechanical systems to aid in the degradation of contaminants, like 
chlorinated ethenes, because wetland sediments naturally contain the nutrients needed for 
biodegradation processes. With its self-sustaining nature and limited use of mechanical 
components, a constructed wetland is an inexpensive, low maintenance alternative to 
other treatment methods currently in use. 
Three main processes that govern the removal of contaminants from wetland 
environments are biological, chemical, and physical processes. Plants and 
microorganisms are the main contributors to biological processes in wetlands. 
Depending on the plant species and type of contaminant, plants can remove contaminants 
from wetland environments by either storing them in their tissues, biochemically 
transforming them, or transpiring them to the atmosphere (Jones et. al, 2000). Some 
microorganisms can either directly or indirectly facilitate the removal of chlorinated 
ethenes from groundwater during metabolic processes. Chemical processes that 
contribute to the removal and reduction of contaminants from wetland environments 
include redox reactions, adsorption, precipitation, chelation, and photolysis (Jones et. al., 
2000). Processes like dilution, volatilization, and deposition are all physical processes 
that aid in the removal of contaminants from wetland environments by either reducing 
concentrations below toxic levels, allowing biodegradation to occur, or by storing the 
contaminant in another phase that may or may not be more accessible to microorganisms. 
Biodegradation is a combination of microbial metabolic processes and redox reactions 
catalyzed by microbial activity. 
Wetland environments provide excellent conditions for many different types of 
aerobic and anaerobic microbial populations to thrive. Each type of microorganism 
utilizes different substrates to gain energy for cell growth and maintenance. In most 
microenvironments, a consortium of microorganisms exist in a symbiotic relationship and 
supply one another with energy-yielding substrates. A biofilm forms when multiple 
layers of microorganisms embedded in a polymer matrix develop at a surface (Marshall, 
1997). Biofilms play a central role in the degradation of organic substances in 
biotechnological processes as well as in natural ecosystems (Characklis, 1990). Much 
research has been done in microbiology on the interactions between microorganisms and 
how they grow to form biofilms in the environment. One way to conceptualize microbial 
growth in a wetland environment is to think of microorganisms forming biofilms on 
wetland soil particles. The degradation of contaminants in the water flowing through the 
wetland would then be a function of the contaminant diffusing into the biofilm and the 
various redox reactions catalyzed by the different populations of microorganisms 
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contained within the biofilm. It has been estimated that approximately 80 to 90% of the 
cells in a porous medium are sorbed to solid surfaces and the remainder are free- living 
(Maier et. al., 2000). Consequently, microorganisms attached to soil particles in the form 
of biofilms will carry out the majority of biodegradation. 
Constructed Wetland Environments 
Wetland environments exist in a wide range of types, sizes, and geographic 
locations but it is the co-occurance of three common characteristics that distinguish 
wetland environments from other types of ecosystems: 
1) Standing water (inundation) or high water table (saturation) for some period 
of the biological growing season 
2) Hydric soils that provide a predominantly anaerobic environment for chemical 
and biological processes 
3) Specialized plants (hydrophytes) adapted to periodic or permanent inundation 
or saturation (Jones et. al., 2000). 
The two basic types of wetland systems are free water surface (FWS) systems and 
subsurface flow (SF) systems (Maier et. al, 2000). Like the name implies, FWS systems 
have a water surface that is exposed to the atmosphere and tend to be fed from surface 
water sources like storm water run-off, streams, and precipitation. On the other hand, SF 
systems contain a water surface that is below the ground surface and tend to be 
groundwater fed. The type and extent of biological, chemical, and physical processes, as 
well as the type and number of plant species, occurring in a particular wetland, are highly 
dependent on the hydrology of the wetland (Jones et. al., 2000). 
The wetland test cells that have been constructed at Wright-Patterson AFB in 
Dayton, Ohio are hybrids of both the FWS and SF systems. The test cells have the FWS 
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system characteristic of water surfaces that are exposed to the atmosphere while also 
having the SF system characteristic of being primarily fed from an underground source. 
However, unlike typical SF systems that are fed from horizontal groundwater flow, the 
test cells experience an upward groundwater flow as the water is pumped into the bottom 
of the test cell. Figure 2.1 is a cross-sectional view of the Wright-Patterson constructed 
wetland test cell #1: 
Water Table Plants 
/N 
Q^Gravel     Q 
Wetland Soil (Aerobic Zone) 
Wetland Soil w/ Wood Chips (Anaerobic Zone) 
Liner 
Perforated PVC Water Supply Pipes 
Figure 2.1. Constructed wetland test cell #1 cross-section, Wright-Patterson AFB, 
OH (not to scale). 
Water is pumped from a contaminated groundwater source nearby into the bottom 
of the wetland test cell through perforated PVC pipes embedded in an 18-inch layer of 
gravel. The purpose of the gravel layer is to distribute the water evenly in an effort to 
create a constant, steady flow through the whole cross-section of the wetland test cell. 
After flowing through the gravel layer, the water flows upward through an 18-inch layer 
of typical wetland soil that has been augmented with wood chips. This layer is referred 
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to as the anaerobic region due to the lack of sufficient levels of oxygen available for 
aerobic microbial processes. The wood chips provide the organic material necessary to 
start and sustain anaerobic microbial processes. Next, the water flows through a 36-inch 
layer of typical wetland soil without wood chip augmentation. Planted in this layer are 
various species of wetland, or hydrophytic, vegetation that supply oxygen deep into the 
layer through their roots. Because most of this top layer is supplied with oxygen, it is 
referred to as the aerobic region, though some areas may not be supplied with oxygen. A 
geomembrane liner has been installed to contain the test cell material and prevent 
contaminated groundwater from reentering the natural environment. Test cell #2 is 
comprised of three layers of soil; an 18-inch layer of typical wetland soil on the bottom, 
an 18-inch layer of iron-rich soil in the middle, and an 18-inch layer of typical wetland 
soil on the top. None of the layers of soil in test cell #2 have been augmented with wood 
chips. 
Microbial Processes 
The process thought to dominate the degradation of chlorinated ethenes in the 
anaerobic region of wetland environments is reductive dechlorination (Lee et al., 1998). 
Halogenated compounds, like chlorinated ethenes, are undoubtedly removed by natural 
remediation processes, either through halorespiration or co-metabolism (Bleckmann et. 
al., 2000). The type of reductive dechlorination that occurs is dependent upon the types 
of microorganisms living in the soil and the compounds or nutrients available to those 
microorganisms. Research has shown that highly chlorinated contaminants such as PCE 
and TCE will be more rapidly degraded anaerobically; whereas, less chlorinated species, 
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such as DCE and VC, may be longer lived in anaerobic environments and more readily 
degraded by aerobic processes (Lee et al., 1998; Vogel et al, 1987). 
Anaerobic Energy-Yielding Reductive Processes 
Energy-yielding reductive degradation processes, often referred to as 
dehalorespiration or halorespiration, result when microorganisms use a halogenated 
contaminant as an electron acceptor in oxygen limited environments to gain energy for 
cell synthesis and maintenance during metabolic processes (Lee et al., 1998; McCarty, 
1997). Depending on the species, these microorganisms may produce cis-DCE as a final 
end product or may carry out complete dechlorination to ethene (Lee et al, 1998). In 
order for halorespirators to thrive, certain environmental conditions must exist and certain 
electron donors must be present. Figure 2.2 depicts the processes that must occur to 
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Figure 2.2. Electron flow from electron donors to electron acceptors in the 
anaerobic oxidation of mixed complex organic materials. Microorganisms that can 
use chlorinated compounds (PCE, TCE, cis-DCE, and VC) as electron acceptors in 
halorespiration compete for the electrons in the acetate and hydrogen intermediates 
with microorganisms that can use sulfate, iron (III), and CO2 as electron acceptors 
(McCarty, 1997). 
The chain of processes starts out with a population of microorganisms that can 
hydrolyze organic material found in the soil, producing organic sugars. Another 
microbial population then ferments the organic sugars to produce alcohols and organic 
acids. The alcohols and organic acids are then used by another microbial population as 
electron donors in their metabolic processes and produce acetate and hydrogen. Next, 
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sulfate-reducing microorganisms use the acetate and hydrogen as electron donors for 
their metabolic processes. When sulfate concentrations are reduced low enough, iron- 
reducing microorganisms compete with the sulfate-reducers for acetate and hydrogen 
electrons. Similarly, when iron concentrations are reduced to a certain level, 
methanogens compete with the sulfate- and iron-reducers for acetate and hydrogen 
electrons. Finally, when sulfate, iron, and carbon dioxide are either non-existent or 
remain only in very low concentrations, halorespirators successfully compete for acetate 
and hydrogen electrons to be used in metabolic processes. Conditions are now optimal 
for the degradation of chlorinated ethenes. 
Anaerobic Co-Metabolic Reductive Processes 
Co-metabolic reductive degradation processes result when a contaminant is 
fortuitously transformed by enzymes which microorganisms are using for other purposes 
(McCarty, 1996). Certain species of methanogens, sulfate-reducing bacteria, and novel 
microbial types that do not fall into either category are thought to carry out reactions that 
are not energy-yielding but rather co-metabolic because only a small fraction of the total 
reducing equivalents derived from the oxidation of electron donors is used to reduce the 
contaminant (Lee et. al., 1998). Again, appropriate environmental conditions must exist 
to allow the chain of processes explained and depicted above in Fig. 2.2 to be carried out 
so that sufficient amounts of acetate and hydrogen can be produced to support these co- 
metabolic methanogens, sulfate-reducing, and novel types of microbial populations. 
Biofilm Modeling 
Conceptually, substrate removal from an aqueous phase requires diffusion of all 
metabolic reactants into the biofilm, metabolism by the organisms, and diffusion of the 
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metabolic products back through the biofilm and into the aqueous phase (Williamson and 
McCarty, 1976). This basic rationale has been used extensively over the past 25 years in 
research involving the removal of aqueous phase substrates by biofilms (Rittmann and 
McCarty, 1978, 1980, 1981; Suidan and Wang, 1985; Wang, Suidan, and Rittmann, 
1986; Saez and Rittmann, 1987; Dykaar and Kitanidis, 1996; Polprasert, Khatiwada, and 
Bhurtel, 1998; MacDonald et. al, 1999). Figure 2.3 is the conceptual biofilm model that 
will be used in this research. 
Figure 2.3. Schematic of Substrate Distribution in a Planar Biofilm (Suidan and 
Wang, 1985). 
The steady state substrate flux though the stagnant liquid layer, L (L), is 
determined by multiplying the substrate concentration gradient between the bulk liquid 
phase, Sb (M/L3), and the biofilm surface, Ss (M/L
3), by the substrate mass-transfer 
coefficient, kc (L/T) 
Js = kc(Sb-Ss) (2.1) 
where Js is the substrate flux per unit area of biofilm through the stagnant liquid layer 
(Ms/L2-T). An important part of the biofilm model is the explicit incorporation of mass- 
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transport resistance from the bulk liquid, through the stagnant liquid layer, and to the 
bio film surface (Rittmann and McCarty, 1981). Mass-transport resistance is expressed 
here by using a mass-transfer coefficient which can be calculated by dividing the 
molecular diffusion coefficient of the substrate through water by the stagnant liquid layer 
thickness, L (Rittmann and McCarty, 1978, 1980, 1981; Suidan and Wang, 1985; Wang 
et. al, 1986; Saez and Rittmann, 1987; MacDonald et. al., 1999); L is defined as the 
equivalent depth of liquid through which the actual mass transport can be described by 
molecular diffusion alone (Rittmann and McCarty, 1981). 
K=j (2-2) 




where D is the molecular diffusion coefficient of the substrate through water (L2/T); Re is 
the Reynolds number as defined by Equation 2.4 (unitless); Sc is the Schmidt number as 
defined by Equation 2.5 (unitless); and v is the average bulk water velocity (L/T) 
(MacDonald et. al, 1999). The Reynolds number and Schmidt number are defines as 
follows: 
2p d v 
Rem=-f-^ (2.4) 
Sc = -V— (2.5) 
where pw is the density of water (M/L
3); dp is the diameter of the soil particles (L); n is 
the porosity of the soil (unitless); and [i is the dynamic viscosity of water (M/L-T). 
Substrate utilization at any point in the biofilm is assumed to follow a Monod 
relation (Williamson and McCarty, 1976; Rittmann and McCarty, 1978, 1980, 1981; 
Suidan and Wang, 1985). 
dSf kXfSf 
—!- = f—L- (2.6) 
dt Ks +Sf 
Here, Sf is the substrate concentration (M/L3) at any depth Z in the biofilm; k is the 
maximum substrate utilization rate (T1); Xf is the uniform microbial concentration in the 
biofilm (M/L3); and Ks is the Monod half-velocity coefficient for the substrate (M/L
3). 
The decreasing substrate concentration at the biofilm surface, due to substrate 
utilization, is the driving force behind mass transfer in the biofilm model. As the 
substrate concentration in the biofilm decreases, the concentration gradient between the 
bulk liquid and the biofilm increases, thus creating a condition where more substrate will 
be transported into the biofilm through the molecular diffusion process described in 
Equation 2.1. Additionally, daughter product production (TCE, DCE, VC, and Ethene) is 
also determined with the Monod relationship using a mass conversion factor,/(unitless), 
that converts moles of parent compound degraded to moles of daughter product 
produced. 
In their 1978 article entitled "Variable-Order Model of Bacterial-Film Kinetics", 
Rittmann and McCarty use the same conceptual model used for Model #3 but take their 
analysis one step further and derive an analytical solution that solves for the flux of 
substrate into a biofilm where it is then degraded via a Monod relationship. Some 
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assumptions that they make for this model is that the biofilm is "deep", meaning that the 
concentration within the biofilm goes to zero before it reaches the particle surface on 
which the biofilm is attached. Additionally, they define several dimensionless variables 
in an effort to reduce the number of independent variables involved in the solution. 
Equations 2.7 thru 2.9 are three of the dimensionless variables used in the final solution 
S* = — (2.7) 
Ks 
,     Df 
D,  =-!- (2.8) f       D 
L*=- (2.9) 
T 
where S* is the dimensionless substrate concentration; S is the substrate concentration in 
the bulk liquid phase (M/L3); Df* is the dimensionless biofilm diffusivity; Df is the 
biofilm diffusivity (L2/T); L* is the dimensionless diffusion-layer depth; and T is the 




Before the mass flux can be calculated, the following parameters need to be 
defined: 
A = ln(5*)-ln 2 + ^-- 
2.303 
V 
-L81nl + 2Z,*Z>r    +3.53 (2.11) 










V    0.707 
2^ 
.(2.13) 
-|  =C\S"y (2.14) 
Equations 2.11 thru 2.14 comprise the variable order model solution in which q is the 
reaction order (unitless) and C* is the dimensionless reaction coefficient (Rittmann and 
McCarty, 1978). The actual flux per unit surface area, (J/A) (M/L2-T), is related to the 
dimensionless flux per unit surface area, (J/A)*, according to Equation 2.15 (Rittmann 
and McCarty, 1978). 
V DK. 
.(2.15) 
With this model, the steady-state contaminant mass-flux into the bio film can be 
found for any given contaminant concentration. Additionally, Rittmann and McCarty 
went on to solve the steady-state contaminant concentration equations for both the 
complete-mix (CSTR) and the plug-flow reactors. Equations 2.16 and 2.17 are the 
steady-state equations for the complete-mix reactor and Equation 2.18 solves for the 
reaction coefficient 




1 + ^C 
■; whenq= 1 (2.17) 
C = 
Q 
C' DK. (i-q) 
.(2.18) 
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where S0 is the influent concentration (M/L
3); C is the variable-order reaction coefficient 
for the qth-order reaction; a is the specific surface area (biofilm surface area per unit 
reactor volume) (L"1); and Q is the hydraulic loading rate (flow rate per unit reactor 
volume) (T1) (Rittmann and McCarty, 1978). 
Equations 2.19 and 2.20 solve for the steady-state contaminant concentration in a 
plug-flow reactor using the specific surface area, a (L"1), and the surface loading rate 
(flow rate per unit cross-sectional area), v (L/T), 
( -Cax\ 
S = S0e-~* (2.19) 
S = (So) 
\-q]     Cax(\-q) /' 
.(2.20) 




One way to model the complex processes in a wetland system is to envision the 
system mechanistically. That is, the complete wetland system must be segregated into 
the components that most influence the system behavior of interest. Having identified the 
most important components, the processes that occur within and between components 
must be defined. The sum of process interactions will ultimately determine the system 
behavior. 
System dynamists study and model the behavior of complex systems using a 
mechanistic approach and have defined four phases of the modeling process. These 
phases are conceptualization, formulation, testing, and implementation. The structure of 
the methodology of this research will utilize the four system dynamics modeling process 
phases. 
Conceptualization 
Previous wetland models developed by Hoefar and Roberts used a simplifying 
assumption that treated each region of the wetland as a CSTR containing suspended 
microorganisms that degrade soluablized contaminants. This assumption postulates that 
all microorganisms in a particular region of the wetland, the anaerobic region for 
example, are exposed to the same contaminant concentration. Since the amount of 
degradation that takes place at any point in the wetland is dependent upon the 
contaminant concentration, the accuracy of the value of the contaminant concentration at 
any point in the wetland is very important. 
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Visualizing an upward flow wetland, like the one shown in Figure 2.1, it is 
conceivable that the contaminant concentration at the bottom of the anaerobic region is 
greater than the contaminant concentration at the top of the anaerobic region. The spatial 
variability of the contaminant concentration is due to microbial activity that reduces the 
contaminant concentration as the bulk water flows upward through the anaerobic region. 
Additionally, there is evidence that suggests that the majority of microorganisms in 
wetland environments are not suspended but are attached to soil particles in the form of a 
bio film. The concept of wetland microbial growth in the form of a bio film, that 
incorporates a diffusional element not considered in suspended microbial growth, 
coupled with a spatially and temporally varying contaminant concentration, brings the 
validity and accuracy of the CSTR assumption into question. 
One way to assess the CSTR assumption is to compare mechanistic models of a 
constructed wetland that incorporate spatially varying contaminant concentrations and 
biofilm mass-transfer processes to a mechanistic CSTR model. However, before any 
models can be developed, a reference mode that represents the behavior of the system 
must be realized. Previous research by Capt. Hoefar and Roberts indicates that 
contaminant levels in a constructed wetland reach a steady-state condition after some 
period of time. The steady-state condition is rather intuitive. 
Envision the wetland volume as a tank full of clean water that has an inlet and an 
outlet. Now consider that a certain contaminant concentration is pumped into the inlet of 
the tank and water is allowed to flow out of the outlet. Neglecting any degradation of the 
contaminant in the tank, one can envision the contaminant concentration increasing from 
its initial value of zero to a steady-state value equal to the inlet concentration. Now if 
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degradation of the contaminant in the tank is included, the contaminant concentration in 
the tank will still reach a steady-state value; however, because the contaminant is being 
degraded, the steady-state concentration will be less than the inlet concentration. It is 
conceivable that wetland systems will behave in much the same manner. As such, an 
approach to steady-state conditions will be used as the reference mode for this study. 








Figure 3.1. Reference Mode. Approach to Steady-State. 
Formulation 
The software used to develop the models for this research is STELLA 6.0.1 
Research, developed by High Performance Systems. Using this software, one can 
mechanistically model complex systems using a series of stocks, flows, and parameters 
that provide conversion and definition. A stock is simply an accumulation of something 
in the system. In these models, the stock of interest is the mass of contaminant that is in 
the anaerobic region of the wetland. Flows move the contaminant in and out of the 
stocks as time passes. An example of a flow would be the amount of contaminated 
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groundwater that is coming into the anaerobic region per unit time. Finally, parameters 
are used to define flows. An example of a parameter would be the initial contaminant 
concentration of the influent. 
Some general parameter values that are synonymous for all of the models being 
developed for this research are listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2. Parameter values specific to 
a particular model will be listed in the section describing that model. 
Table 3.1. Wetland Parameter Values Synonymous to all Models. 
Parameter Value Ref. 
Wetland Length 36.6 meters (120 feet) 1 
Wetland Width 16.8 meters (55 feet) 1 
Wetland Depth .4572 meters (1.5 feet) 1 
Soil Porosity 0.5 2 
Soil Particle Diameter 1 mm 2 
Wetland Flow 6.31 x 10"1 L/sec (10 gal/min) 1 
Total Biomass, PCE 25,000 mg 3 
Total Biomass, TCE 25,000 mg 3 
Total Biomass, DCE 25,000 mg 3 
Total Biomass, VC 25,000 mg 3 
Initial PCE Concentration 5xlO"4mg/L 4 
1. Value from Test Cell #1 at Wright-Patterson AFB, OH. 
2. Charbeneau, 2000 
3. Assumption based on Ro berts, 2001 
4. Assumption based on Te st Cell #1 at Wright-Patterson AFB, OI 1 
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Table 3.2. Monod Kinetic Parameters for Biodegradation and Bioproduction 
Parameter Value Ref. 
^PCE 
8.292 x 10"5 mg PCE/mg Biomass-sec 
kTCE 1.095 x 10"
4 mg TCE/ mg Biomass-sec 
^DCE 8.075 x 10"
5 mg DCE/mg Biomass-sec 
^VC 
5.21 x 10"5 mg/VC/mg Biomass-sec 
s, PCE .0896 mg PCE/L 
^s.TCE .07096 mg TCE/L 
^s.DCE .05233 mg DCE/L 
Ks.VC 18.125 mgVC/L 
/pCE .79222 mg TCE/mg PCE 2 
/TCE .73772 mg DCE/mg TCE 2 
/ DCE .64448 mg VC/mg DCE 2 
J VC .44836 mg Ethene/mg VC 2 
1. Fennel and Gossett, 1998 
2. Calculated using Periodic Table 
In addition to parameter values that hold true for all models developed in this 
research, there are some general assumptions that apply to all models that need to be 
stated. These assumptions are used to simplify the problem and focus on the objectives 
of the research.  Since the validation, or invalidation, of the CSTR simplifying 
assumption is the main objective of this research, only the processes that set the CSTR 
model apart from the other models will be taken into consideration. Assumptions about 
all other processes occurring in a constructed wetland are listed below. Listed are general 
assumptions that hold true for all models developed in this research. Each model will 
have additional model-specific assumptions, which will be listed in the section describing 
that model. 
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1) Biomass growth will not be modeled and the amount of biomass available to 
degrade contaminants will be held at the same value (biomass growth equals 
biomass death). 
2) The biomass is composed of four distinct populations of microorganisms, 
each capable of degrading only one of the contaminants (PCE, TCE, DCE, 
and VC). 
3) Competition for electron donors will not be modeled, as there is an abundant 
supply to support degradation processes. 
4) Sulfate, iron (III), and CO2 have been reduced to low levels and methanogenic 
conditions exist, allowing biodegradation of chlorinated ethenes to occur. 
Model #1 Concept and Formulation 
Model #1 will be the baseline for this research. Previous efforts by Hoefar and 
Roberts modeled the entire anaerobic region, a layer of the wetland that is eighteen 
inches thick, as a CSTR. By doing this, they have assumed that the contaminant 
concentrations at the bottom of the anaerobic region are the same as the contaminant 
concentrations at the top of the anaerobic region. This assumption may over-simplify the 
system because, intuitively, contaminant concentrations in the bulk aqueous phase will 
decrease as the water flows upward through the wetland. Figure 3.2 illustrates the basic 










Figure 3.2. Basic schematic of Model #1. Contaminants flow in through the bottom 
of the layer and microorganisms suspended in the bulk aqueous phase degrade the 
contaminant. Contaminant that does not degrade flows out the top of the layer with 
convective flow, (not to scale) 
Assumptions 
In addition to the general assumptions stated above, a few assumptions specific to 
Model #1 are listed below. 
1) The entire eighteen-inch depth of the wetland is modeled as a CSTR; so all 
concentrations are spatially constant. 
2) Microorganisms are suspended in the aqueous phase and are evenly 
distributed throughout the wetland resulting in a uniform biomass 
concentration. 
Parameters 
Since Model #1 is the baseline model for this study, no additional parameters 
need to be defined at this point. The parameters listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2 will be the 
only parameters used in this model. 
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Modeling Equations 
Constructing Model #1, or the CSTR model, in STELLA is a simple exercise of 
employing the following mass balance equation 
— = QS0-QS-^A_ (3.1) 
dt Ks+S 
where M is the bulk liquid contaminant mass (M); S0 is the influent contaminant 
concentration (M/L); Q is the wetland flow (L3/T); S is the bulk liquid contaminant 
concentration (M/L3); k is the maximum specific substrate utilization rate 
(Msllbstrate/Mbiomass-T); Xbi0 is the uniform microbial mass in the bulk liquid (M); and Ks is 
the Monod half-velocity coefficient for the substrate (M/L3). 
The first and second terms to the right of the equal sign in Equation 3.1 are the 
contaminant mass- fluxes into and out of the anaerobic region due to convection, 
respectively. The third term in Equation 3.1 is the mass-flux of contaminant out of the 
anaerobic region due to degradation, which follows a Monod relationship. 
In addition to modeling the degradation of contaminants, the model will also 
model the production of daughter products. The production of daughter products follows 
the same Monod relationship as did the contaminant degradation but a conversion factor 
is employed to convert moles of parent product degraded to moles of daughter product 
produced. This conversion factor is simply the ratio of the molecular weight of the 
daughter product to the molecular weight of the parent compound in the case of simple 
dehalogenation. Equation 3.2 defines daughter product production according to Monod 
kinetics 
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where/is the daughter product conversion factor (unitless). 
Model Structure 
Figure 3.3 shows the STELLA structure of Model #1. 
Conversion Factors 
.(3.2) 
Initial Concnetrations    Flow Contaminant Concentration 
Flow 
Contaminant Concentration 
Figure 3.3. STELLA structure of Model #1. 
The rectangle, referred to as a stock, in Figure 3.3 represents the entire anaerobic 
region that is being considered a CSTR in this model. The arrows going in and out of the 
stock represent the mass-flux of contaminants into and out of the system due to 
convective flow, biodegradation, or daughter product production. The circles in Figure 
3.3 are the parameters that define the fluxes in the system. 
Notice that the "biodegradation" mass- flux defines the "production" mass- flux. 
This mechanism is simulating the situation where daughter products are produced from 
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parent products. For example, the mass- flux of TCE being produced is equal to the mass- 
flux of PCE being degraded times the conversion factor, which converts moles of PCE 
into moles of TCE. 
Model #2 Concept and Formulation 
To model the spatial variation in contaminant concentration as it flows through 
the anaerobic region of the wetland, the region had to be discretized into many smaller 
sub-layers. Each of these sub-layers is assumed to be a CSTR. As designed, the model 








Figure 3.4. Basic schematic of Model #2. Contaminants flow in through the bottom 
of layer and microorganisms suspended in the bulk aqueous phase degrade the 
contaminant. Contaminant that does not degrade in the first layer flows out the top 
of the layer with convective flow into the next layer. As the bulk water flows from 
layer to layer, the contaminant concentration is decreased, (not to scale) 
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Assumptions 
In addition to the general assumptions stated above, a few assumptions specific 
to Model #2 are listed below. 
1) Each sub-layer, or tank, is modeled as a CSTR. 
2) Microorganisms are suspended in the aqueous phase and are evenly 
distributed throughout each sub-layer resulting in a uniform biomass 
concentration throughout the entire wetland. 
Parameters 
In addition to the general parameters stated previously, Model #2 incorporates the 
parameters listed in Table 3.3. 
Table 3.3. Additional Parameter Values for Model #2. 
Parameter Value Ref. 
Number of Sub-layers 18 layers 1 
1. Value established by researcher 
Since this model is being discretized into many sub-layers, the total biomass for 
each sub-layer is equal to the total biomass for the wetland (100,000 mg) divided by the 
number of layers (18). Since there are four different microbial populations, the value for 
the total biomass in each sub-layer would be divided by four to determine the biomass of 
each microbial population in each sub-layer. This will ensure that Model #2 does not 
have more biomass than Model #1. Intuitively, if one model had more biomass then the 
other, biodegradation rate would be higher in one model as opposed to the other and the 
models could no longer be compared to one another. 
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Modeling Equations 
The modeling equations used for Model #2 are the same as the equations used for 
Model #1. However, the equations will be applied to each individual sub-layer and will 
describe the mass-flux of contaminant from one sub-layer to the next. As a result, the 
mass-flux out of one sub-layer is the mass-flux into the next sub-layer and so on. 
Model Structure 
Figure 3.5 shows the STELLA structure of Model #2. 
Conversion Factor 
Contaminant Production       Contaminant Concentration 
Contaminant Concentration 
Layer Biomass 
Figure 3.5. STELLA structure of Model #2. 
Notice that the structure of this model is similar to that of Model #1. This is 
because it functions in much the same way but incorporates many sub-layers instead of 
just one large layer like Model #1. The one difference between this model and the model 
pictured in Figure 3.3 is that the "contaminant out" mass-flux defines the "contaminant 
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in" mass-flux. This is done to simulate the contaminant flowing from one sub-layer to 
the next. 
Model #3 Concept and Formulation 
Model #3 retains the discretization of Model #2 but will incorporate a biofilm 
phase into which the contaminants must diffuse before they can be degraded. The 
expectation is that the diffusion process will limit the amount of degradation that can 
occur, ultimately leading to simulation results that differ from those of Models #1 and #2. 
As presented in Chapter 2, the biofilm model will follow the concept shown in Figure 2.3 
except that microbial and contaminant concentrations in the biofilm will be considered 





Figure 3.6. Schematic of Model #3. (not to scale) 
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Notice that the convective flow (represented by the arrow in Figure 3.6) is 
modeled only in the bulk aqueous phase in accordance with assumption #4 stated below. 
Also, both the bulk and biofilm phases are modeled as CSTRs. 
Assumptions 
Similar to the two previous models, Model #3 will also use the general 
assumptions stated earlier, but will need to incorporate some additional assumptions. 
Listed below are the modeling assumptions specific to Model #3. 
1) The depth of the bio film is considered constant since this research is not 
considering biomass growth. Additionally, a thin biofilm (approximately 1 
micron) is assumed to simplify calculations. 
2) Since the biofilm is thin, it is modeled as a CSTR. Thus the concentrations of 
substrates, contaminants, and biomass are uniform throughout the biofilm. 
3) Biodegradation is defined by a Monod relationship and the kinetic parameters 
are constant throughout the biofilm resulting in a constant reaction rate. 
4) Effects of longitudinal dispersion, diffusion, and convection within the 
biofilm are not accounted for in this model. 
Parameters 
In addition to the general parameters listed in Tables 3.1 and 3.2, Model #3 will 
also incorporate the additional parameters listed in Table 3.4. 
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Table 3.4. Additional Parameters for Model #3. 
Parameter Value Ref. 
w, PCE 
8.2 x 10'10 m2/sec 1 
Dw, TCE 
9.2 x 10'10 m2/sec 2 
Dw, DCE 
1.12 x 10'9m2/sec 1 
^w,VC 
1.23 x 10'9m2/sec 1 
w, Ethene 
2.0xl0'9m2/sec 2 
VPCE 3.154 x l(r
6m/sec 3 
kc,TCE 
3.407 x 10-6m/sec 3 
^c.DCE 3.9 x 10"
6m/sec 3 
kc,vc 4.1 x 10"
6m/sec 3 
c, Ethene 
5.71 x 10-6m/sec 3 
Number of Sub-layers 18 layers 4 
Biofilm Depth lx lO^m 5 
Biofilm Coverage 50% 6 
Biofilm Water Content 90% 7 
1. Weidemeir, 1999 
2. Estimated using method from Schwarzenbach, 1993 
3. Calculated using method from MacDonald et. al., 1999 
4. Value established by researcher 
5. Assumption based on Anderson et. al., 1994 
6. Assumption based on Rittmann, 1993 
7. Headley et. al, 1998 
The biomass for this model will be proportioned in the same manner as it was in 
Model #2 except the biomass will be contained within the biofilm phase instead of the 
bulk aqueous phase. However, the total biomass for this model will equal the total 
biomass in the two pervious models. 
Modeling Equations 
For this model, two mass balance equations must be used, one for the bulk 
aqueous phase and one for the biofilm phase. Like Model #2, both Equations 3.3 and 3.4 
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will be applied in each sub-layer and the contaminant mass-flux out of one sub-layer is 
the contaminant mass-flux into the next sub-layer. Equation 3.3 is the mass balance 
equation for the bulk aqueous phase 
^ = QSo-kcAbio(Sb-Sf)-QSb (3.3) 
at v ; 
where Sb is the contaminant concentration in the bulk aqueous phase (M/L3) and Sf is the 
contaminant concentration in the biofilm phase (M/L3). The first and last terms in 
Equation 3.3 represents the mass-flux of contaminant into and out of the bulk aqueous 
phase, respectively. Contaminant mass-flux out of the bulk aqueous phase and into the 
biofilm phase, due to molecular diffusion through the stagnant liquid layer, is represented 
by the second term in Equation 3.3. The biofilm mass-flux term includes the mass 
transfer coefficient, kc (L/T), and the biofilm surface area, Abi0 (L
2). 
Once the contaminant is in the biofilm, its biodegradation is governed by Monod 
kinetics. Additionally, the production of daughter products is calculated using the same 
conversion factors presented in Models #1 and #2. Once produced, the daughter product 
can either undergo further degradation within the biofilm or diffuse back into the bulk 
aqueous phase via the same mass transfer process explained in Equation 3.3. 
Equation 3.4 is the mass balance equation used to define the mass-flux of 
contaminants within the biofilm. 
 L = kd2Abi(Sb2-Sf2) 
f    f   + /,        f   f   (3.4) 
at        cl   b'°    bl      fl      Ks2+Sf2     
JlKs]+Sfl 
The first term in Equation 3.4 represents the mass-flux of contaminant into and 
out of the biofilm. A positive difference between the bulk aqueous phase concentration, 
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Sb, and the bio film phase concentration, Sf, will result in a mass- flux of compound #2 
into the biofilm; whereas, a negative value will result in a mass-flux of compound #2 out 
of the biofilm. 
The second term in Equation 3.4 represents the biodegradation of compound #2 
via a Monod kinetic relationship and the third term represents the bioproduction of 
compound #2 due to the biodegradation of compound #1. An example relative to a 
system used to remediate chlorinated ethenes, would be PCE degrading within the 
biofilm to produce TCE. 
Notice that Equation 3.4 does not contain a convective flux term like Equation 
3.3. As stated in the assumptions for this model, longitudinal dispersion, diffusion, and 
convection within the biofilm will not be modeled. In order for a contaminant within the 
biofilm to move from one sub-layer to the next, it needs to first diffuse out of the biofilm 
into the bulk aqueous phase where it can then be transported via bulk convection. 
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Model Structure 
Figure 3.7 shows the STELLA structure of Model #3 
Initial Concentration Layer # Flow       Bulk Concentration 
Biofilm Concentration 
k Ks     Unit Biomass 
Figure 3.7. STELLA Structure of Model #3. 
Notice that the degradation and production of contaminants only takes place in the 
biofilm phase and convection of contaminants takes place in the bulk aqueous phase. 
This model structure is congruent with our modeling assumptions stated above. 
Testing 
Validating a system dynamics model means to gain confidence in its ability to 
predict the behavior of the system. Testing the model is one way of gaining confidence. 
Two major categories of tests that can be conducted to validate a model are tests of model 
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structure and behavior. Tests of model structure include structure-verification and 
parameter-verification. These tests assess the structure of the model independently of the 
behavior. Tests of model behavior evaluate adequacy of model structure through analysis 
of behavior generated by the structure (Forrester and Senge, 1980). The model behavior 
test that most applies for this model is the behavior-reproduction test. 
Implementation 
Once there is confidence in the model, various simulations can be run to analyze 
the system and its behavior under varying conditions. Simulation data is presented and 
discussed in Chapter 4. Ideally, this model will provide insight into the effect that 
biofilm mass transfer processes and spatially varying contaminant concentrations have on 
constructed wetland contaminant effluent concentrations. Aspects from the models 
presented here and other models previously developed could be incorporated into an all- 
encompassing model. This model would prove to be a powerful management tool used 
in the design, assessment, and optimization of remediation wetlands with varying site 
conditions. 
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IV. Results and Discussion 
Introduction 
This chapter will compare and discuss the results obtained from three different 
modeling approaches describing the removal of chlorinated ethenes from a constructed 
wetland environment by microbial consortia. As discussed earlier, Model #1 describes 
the whole anaerobic region as a CSTR with the microorganisms suspended in the bulk 
aqueous phase. Model #2 discretizes Model #1 into several continuously stirred sub- 
layers that feed one-another much like a tanks-in-series system. The third model, Model 
#3, retains the discretization of Model #2 but incorporates a biofilm phase into which the 
contaminants must diffuse before they can be degraded. 
Before any simulations are run and data are collected, it is important to 
structurally verify the models as designed in Chapter III. This can be done using 
structural tests used by System Dynamists when verifying models similar to the ones 
presented in Chapter III. The two most applicable structural tests that may be applied to 
this research are the structure-verification test and the parameter verification test. 
Structure-Verification Test 
This test assesses the structure of the model by directly comparing it to the 
structure of the real system. To pass the structure-verification test, the model structure 
must not contradict knowledge about the structure of the real system (Forrester and 
Senge, 1980). 
Model #1 
Comparing Model #1 to the real system, it becomes apparent why this research is 
being conducted. The CSTR model does not seem to mimic the real system at all. 
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Although the real system contains a large region in which water flows through and 
biodegradation occurs, the real system also has a spatial variability associated with it that 
the CSTR model does not. Contaminant, microorganism, and substrate concentrations all 
vary spatially through the wetland. 
Even though Model #1 does not match the real system, it will still be used, as it is 
the baseline modeling approach to which the other models will be compared. 
Model #2 
Model #2 does a better job at mimicking reality because it incorporates a spatial 
component that attempts to account for and simulate the spatial variability of the real 
system. Discretizing the system into many sub-layers is an effort at capturing the effect 
of a spatially varying contaminant concentration. Other aspects of the model seem to be 
congruent with the real system as both the model and real system have a bulk aqueous 
phase in which biodegradation takes place. 
While probably not the most ideal model, Model #2 does seem to incorporate the 
major aspects of the real system. Confidence in the model is increased when comparing 
Model #2 to Model #1. 
Model #3 
When compared to the real system, Model #3 seems to be logically structured. 
One can visualize the bulk aqueous and biofilm phases in the actual system just like the 
one represented in the biofilm model. The bulk aqueous phase in the real system would 
be the water that exists in the voids of the wetland soil. Similarly, the biofilm 
compartment would be the actual biofilm that exists on the soil particles. Additionally, 
the modeled flows can also be seen in the real system. The bulk flow into, through, and 
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out of the anaerobic layer of the actual system can be easily visualized because water is 
physically pumped into and drained out of the wetland. 
Current knowledge of mass transfer in aquatic systems tells us that the transfer of 
solubilized compounds is governed both by a mass transfer coefficient and the gradient 
that exists between the compartments of the system. The bio film model uses this 
knowledge to model the transfer of contaminants into and out of the bio film phase. 
Additionally, current research (Rittmann and McCarty, 1978, 1980, 1981; Suidan 
and Wang, 1985; Wang, Suidan, and Rittmann, 1986; Saez and Rittmann, 1987; Dykaar 
and Kitanidis, 1996; Polprasert et. al, 1998; MacDonald et. al., 1999) indicates that the 
degradation and production of contaminants like PCE, TCE, DCE, and VC take place 
predominantly in biofilms and that these reactions are governed by Monod kinetics. 
Taking these observations into account, confidence in the biofilm model is gained given 
that its structure mimics the structure of the real system. 
Parameter-Verification Test 
This test compares model parameter values with parameter values of the real 
system. Confidence is gained when model parameters conceptually and numerically 
correspond to knowledge of the real system (Forrester and Senge, 1980). 
Several parameter values are used in the models presented in Chapter III. Water 
flow and initial PCE concentration are two input parameters used in the model. Both of 
these parameters are consistent with the corresponding values obtained from the wetland 
test cells at Wright-Patterson AFB, OH. Other parameters include the mass transfer 
coefficient and the Monod kinetic parameter values. The value of all these parameters 
have been either calculated using methods found in the literature or taken directly from 
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the literature. In some cases, parameter values were assumed or calculated based on 
certain assumptions. These assumptions were based on current literature and represent 
typical values found in wetland systems such as the one being modeled. Based on this 
analysis of the model parameters, confidence in the model parameters is gained. 
Establishing the Reference Mode 
Now that some level of confidence has been gained in the models through the 
structural tests performed above, the ability of the models to simulate the reference mode 
presented in Chapter III must be illustrated. The reference mode behavior shown in 




Figure 3.1. Reference Mode. Approach to Steady-State. 
As the contaminant flows into the uncontaminated anaerobic region, the 
contaminant concentration will steadily increase. Convective flow and biodegradation 
will remove contaminant from the region simultaneously, gradually slowing down the 
increasing contaminant concentration until a steady-state condition is reached. This 
condition exists when the amount of contaminant coming into the region equals the 
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amount of contaminant leaving the region due to convective flow and biodegradation. 
Figures 4.1 thru 4.3 show the simulated behavior of all three models. 
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Figure 4.1. Model #1 simulated reference mode for bulk PCE. 
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Figure 4.2. Model #2 simulated reference mode for bulk PCE. 
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Figure 4.3. Model #3 simulated reference mode for bulk PCE. 
Note that all of the models approach steady-state behavior in the manner predicted 
by the reference mode. Graphs depicting the approach to steady-state behavior for each 
contaminant, like the ones shown for PCE in Figures 4.1 thru 4.3, can be produced for all 
three models. 
Considering that Model #1 has only one layer; only one graph, such as the one 
shown in Figure 4.1, can be constructed for each contaminant. On the other hand, 
Models #2 and #3 are multi- layer models and will have graphs like the ones shown in 
Figures 4.2 and 4.3 for all five contaminants in each layer. 
Behavior-Reproduction Test 
This test assesses how well the model behavior compares to the reference mode 
behavior, which is derived from a conceptual notion of how the real system would 
behave. Since model behavior is determined by its internal structure, changing parameter 
values outside the boundary of the model structure should not change the model behavior 
pattern. 
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This concept is illustrated in Figures 4.1 thru 4.3. With each model some sort of 
parameter outside of the model structure was changed without changing the overall 
system behavior. For instance, when Model #1 was discretized from one large layer into 
many sub-layers, the system behaved in the same manner as when there was just one 
layer. Similarly, when Model #2 was modified to incorporate diffusional processes, the 
system behavior remained unchanged. 
While modifications to the models did affect contaminant effluent concentrations, 
as will be demonstrated later, the system behavior remained constant. This is evidence 
that the model structure is dictating the behavior of the model and not some random 
parameter. 
Effluent Concentration Comparison 
Previous modeling efforts by Hoefar and Roberts have used a CSTR assumption 
to model the flow and biodegradation of chlorinated ethenes in a constructed wetland 
environment. Model #1 mimics these modeling efforts and represents the baseline in this 
model comparison.   Simulation data were collected for each model and the temporal and, 
in some cases, spatial change in contaminant concentrations were reported. Each model 
was run until all contaminant concentration levels reached a steady-state condition as 
depicted in Figures 4.1 thru 4.3. To compare the models, the steady-state effluent 
contaminant concentrations for each model were collected and are reported in Table 4.1 
and Figure 4.4. 
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Table 4.1. Contaminant Effluent Concentrations (mg/L). 
PCE TCE DCE VC Ethene 
Model #1 1.327 xlO"5 6.204 x 10"6 4.504 xlO"6 1.593 x 10"4 8.137 xlO"6 
Model #2 1.034 xlO"12 1.226 xlO"12 2.244 x 10"12 1.693 x 10"4 8.546 xlO"6 
Model #3 1.275 xlO'12 1.506 xlO'12 2.735 x 10'12 1.689 x 10'4 8.507 xlO'6 
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Figure 4.4. Graphical depiction of contaminant effluent concentrations for each 
model. 
Looking at the data presented in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.4, note that Model #2, 
which incorporates a spatially varying contaminant concentration, results in PCE, TCE, 
and DCE effluent concentrations that are several orders of magnitude lower then the 
effluent concentrations obtained in Model #1. Given that the degradation kinetics of 
Models #1 and #2 are the same and that the only difference between the models is the 
discretization of Model #2 into eighteen sub-layers, the data suggests that a spatially 
varying contaminant concentration has a relatively significant effect on contaminant 
effluent concentrations. This observation follows intuition as discussed earlier. 
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Additionally, all of the contaminant effluent concentrations for Models #2 and #3 
are of the same magnitude. Model #3 was similar to Model #2 except that it incorporated 
the biofilm concept. Since the data for the two models are so similar, it seems the biofilm 
concept holds little significance when simulating the removal of chlorinated ethenes in a 
constructed wetland. One explaination for the similarity of results between Models #2 
and #3 might be that the characteristic diffusion time scale of the contaminants into the 
biofilm is shorter than the characteristic reaction time scale of the contaminants within 
the biofilm. That is, the biodegradation of the contaminants within the biofilm takes 
longer then the diffusion of contaminants into the biofilm, resulting in a system that is 
governed by the biodegradation kinetics and is thus reaction limited. An in-depth 
analysis and discussion of characteristic time scales will be conducted later in this 
chapter. 
Another point of interest is the similarity between the VC and ethene effluent 
concentrations produced by Models #1, #2, and #3. A possible explanation for all three 
models producing similar VC and ethene concentrations is a time lag introduced into the 
system by the degradation process. 
Analysis of Models #2 and #3 
As noted above, all of the effluent concentrations for Models #2 and #3 are 
roughly of the same magnitude. After further investigation, not only are the effluent 
concentrations the same, but so are all the steady-state contaminant concentrations for 
each layer. That is, the spatial concentration profiles for all five contaminants are 
approximately similar for Models #2 and #3. Figures 4.5 thru 4.9 show the contaminant 
spatial profiles for Models #2 and #3. 
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Figure 4.5. Bulk PCE spatial concentration profiles for Models #2 and #3. 
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Figure 4.6. Bulk TCE spatial concentration profiles for Models #2 and #3. 
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DCE Spatial Concentration Profiles 
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Figure 4.7. Bulk DCE spatial concentration profiles for Models #2 and #3. 
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Figure 4.8. Bulk VC spatial concentration profiles for Models #2 and #3. 
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Figure 4.9. Bulk Ethene spatial concentration profiles for Models #2 and #3. 
Notice that in Figures 4.5 thru 4.9, all of the data points from Model #3 appear to 
match the data points from Model #2. Without further investigation, it appears that the 
biofilm concept as modeled in Model #3 has little input on the final steady-state 
contaminant concentrations in each layer. However, when the effluent contaminant 
concentrations are compared through mathematical analysis, it becomes apparent that the 
biofilm concept as modeled in Model #3 does have an effect on effluent concentrations. 
Mathematically comparing the PCE effluent concentrations from each model to 
one another reveals that the PCE effluent concentration simulated by Model #3 is 1.54 
times greater than that of the PCE effluent concentration simulated by Model #2. This 
translates to a 54% increase in PCE effluent concentration from Model #2 to Model #3. 
This difference may seem insignificant at the low initial PCE concentration level these 
models are simulating, but the models are expected to behave in the same manner no 
matter what the initial PCE concentration. At higher initial PCE concentrations, a 54% 
increase could mean the difference between compliance and non-compliance with EPA 
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Standards. Additionally, at higher initial PCE concentrations, the effect of the biofilm 
mechanism might become more apparent. 
As stated earlier, one reason for the similarity between the two models could be 
explained by examining the characteristic time scales of both the reaction and the mass 
transfer process. Time scale analysis is used extensively throughout the engineering 
disciplines to help explain the relative importance of certain processes. Clark (1996) 
defines the characteristic time scale for an irreversible first-order reaction, trxn, as being 




Since the models are using Monod kinetics to describe the biodegradation of 
contaminants, a first-order reaction constant must be approximated using the Monod 
kinetic parameters. Fortunately, the contaminant concentrations simulated in the models 
are significantly lower than the contaminant half-saturation constants, Ks (M/L
3), used in 
the Monod equation. Since biomass is being held constant and contaminant 
concentrations are small relative to Ks, a first-order model can be used to approximate 
biodegradation kinetics (Charbeneau, 2000). After calculating the first-order reaction 
constant, it is determined that the characteristic reaction time for PCE is 16.4 seconds 
(see Appendix G for calculations). This means that it takes 16.4 seconds for one mole of 
PCE to degrade to e"1 moles of TCE. 
Just as the characteristic time scale for the degradation reaction was calculated, so 
can the characteristic time scale for mass transfer be calculated. The mass transfer 
coefficient describes the rate at which a contaminant, like PCE, can be transported in a 
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particular environment. When forming the conceptual model of the biofilm system, a 
stagnant liquid layer resided between the bulk aqueous and biofilm phases. This stagnant 
liquid layer has a thickness that can be calculated in accordance with Equation 2.3 and is 
the distance over which the contaminant must travel in order to diffuse into the biofilm. 
Using the mass transfer coefficient, kc (L/T), and the distance the contaminant must 
travel, L (L), the characteristic mass transport time scale can be calculated by dividing the 
stagnant liquid layer thickness by the mass transfer coefficient. 
t trans = ~,      (4.Z) 
kc 
Using Equation 4.2, the characteristic mass transfer time scale for PCE has been 
calculated to be 82.4 seconds (see Appendix G for calculations). Comparing the reaction 
time scale to the mass transfer time scale, it is obvious that the mass transfer process 
takes longer then the reaction process. This means that the system is mass transfer 
limited. This conclusion further reinforces the notion that the biofilm concept has a 
significant effect on effluent concentrations. 
The mathematical analysis of PCE effluent concentrations and characteristic time 
scales prompted further analysis into the effect of the mass transfer coefficient on effluent 
concentrations. Additional simulations were run to see what effect increasing and 
decreasing the mass transfer coefficient had on PCE effluent concentrations. Figure 4.10 
shows the results of those simulations. 
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Figure 4.10. Spatial PCE concentration profiles of Model #3 with varying mass 
transfer coefficients, kc. 
Looking at Figure 4.10, it becomes apparent that as the mass transfer coefficient 
is increased, the spatial concentration profile approaches that of Model #2. This result is 
expected because as the mass transfer coefficient is increased, the rate at which the 
contaminant is transported into the biofilm is increased, resulting in higher 
biodegradation rates and lower bulk aqueous phase contaminant concentrations. 
Additionally, Model #2 represents the ideal case in which the contaminant is highly 
bioavailable due to the lack of a mass transfer limitation. So, it is expected that as the 
mass transfer coefficient is increased, its effect on limiting the bioavailability of the 
contaminant is decreased and the solution approaches that of Model #2. 
When the mass transfer coefficient is low, the flow of contaminant into the 
biofilm is impeded, resulting in lower degradation rates and higher bulk aqueous phase 
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contaminant concentrations. If the mass transport coefficient is increased sufficiently, the 
spatial PCE concentration profile of Model #3 will match that of Model #2. 
As shown above, contaminant effluent concentrations are dependent upon the 
mass transfer coefficient. The question of whether to use Model #2 or Model #3 when 
modeling the removal of chlorinated ethenes from a wetland environment can be 
answered by a simple calculation. Clark (1996) defines a term called the second 
Damköhler number, DnA , as the characteristic mass transfer time scale divided by the 
characteristic reaction time scale. This parameter is used to understand the limits of 
diffusion- and reaction-controlled mass transfer within the system. 
Du =_^ (4J) 
'A 
T, trans 
Figure 4.11 demonstrates how diffusion and reaction lead to limits in mass 
transfer in problems where diffusion and reaction both come into play (Clark, 1996). The 
reaction-limited line represents a system where the mass transfer coefficient is very large, 
creating a situation where the reaction is limiting the amount of biodegradation. In 
addition to being comparable to Model #3 with a large mass transfer coefficient, this 
reaction-limited case is also comparable to Model #2, as there is no mass transfer 
mechanism to limit biodegradation; resulting in a system that is limited solely by reaction 
kinetics. 
The diffusion-limited line in Figure 4.11 represents a system where the mass 
transfer coefficient is very small, resulting in a system where diffusion limits the amount 
of biodegradation. The diffusion- limited case is comparable to Model #3 with a very 
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small mass transfer coefficient that limits the amount of contaminant that diffuses into the 
biofilm for biodegradation. 
The curved line on Figure 4.11 represents a system between the two extremes 
where both reaction and diffusion contribute to the mass transfer of contaminants. Notice 
that when D'j is greater then 10, the system is diffusion-limited. Conversely, when D'j 
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Figure 4.11. The relationship between the second Damköhler number and reaction- 
and diffusion-limitations within systems where reaction and diffusion play a role in 
mass transfer (Clark, 1996). 
To illustrate how the second Damköhler number can be used to determine 
whether the system is diffusion- or reaction- limited, the second Damköhler numbers for 
the mass transfer coefficients used in Figure 4.10 were calculated and reported in Table 
4.2 below (see Appendix H for calculations). Notice that the second Damköhler number 
increases as the mass transfer coefficient decreases. 
Table 4.2. Second Damköhler numbers with varying mass transfer coefficients, kc 






As a general rule, if the second Damköhler number is greater than 10, the system 
is diffusion- limited and Model #3 can be used to approximate the removal of chlorinated 
ethenes from the system. Conversely, when the second Damköhler number is equal to or 
less than 10, Model #2 closely approximates the removal of contaminants from the 
system and may be used to simplify the problem.   Within the system as defined in this 
research and all other things being held equal, the biodegradation of contaminants with 
mass transfer coefficients on the order of 10"6 or larger, could be approximated using 
Model #2. Conversely, contaminants with mass transfer coefficients less than 10"6 could 
be modeled using Model #3. 
Model Verification 
An equation developed in Clark (1996) can be used to verify that Models #1 and 
#2 are working properly. Equation 4.4 solves for the effluent concentration of a 
contaminant with a given influent concentration, Qn (M/L
3), and a given number of tanks 
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in series, N. For Model #1, the number of tanks, N, is equal to one and for Model #2, N 
is equal to 18. 
r    = c.. 
(     k   t 
i   ,   ^\ stl bar 
.(4.4) 
V N 
Here, the approximated first order reaction constant, kist (T ), is used again in 
addition to the mean residence time, tbar (T). Table 4.3 lists the PCE effluent 
concentrations for Models #1 and #2 using Equation 4.4 (see Appendix I for 
calculations). Note that the concentration reported for Models #1 and #2 in Table 4.3 
match the concentrations for 1 and 18 tanks reported in Table 4.1, respectively. This is 
evidence that Models # 1 and #2 are constructed correctly and produce valid simulation 
results. 
Table 4.3. PCE Effluent Concentrations Calculated using Equation 4.4. 
PCE Effluent Concentration (mg/L) 
ITank 1.327 xlO"5 
18 Tanks 1.032 xlO"12 
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations 
The purpose of this research was to investigate alternate approaches to modeling 
the removal of chlorinated ethenes from groundwater within a constructed wetland. 
Three different modeling approaches were developed and evaluated. A mechanistic 
approach was used in this research that investigated the internal structure of the system 
and the behavior resulting from that structure. 
Conclusions 
This research revealed that a spatially varying contaminant concentration, 
modeled by both Models #2 and #3, has a profound effect on contaminant effluent 
concentrations. It is conceivable that a spatially varying contaminant concentration, 
when incorporated into a more complex model, will affect not only effluent 
concentrations, but biomass growth and the removal of other growth substrates, as well. 
Modeling the regions of a constructed wetland as a CSTR seems to underestimate the 
removal of chlorinated ethenes when compared to the tanks-in-series or biofilm modeling 
approaches. Methods developed in this research are simple and can easily be 
incorporated into previously developed models, adding more detail and perhaps a better 
representation of the actual system. 
Additionally, the incorporation of a biofilm concept revealed that a mass transfer 
process could have a limiting effect on biodegradation in a constructed wetland. Model 
#3 illustrated that depending on the kinetics of biodegradation and mass transfer, a 
biofilm concept can greatly affect contaminant effluent concentrations. 
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Model Limitations 
As in any model analysis, assumptions about the system were made and resulted 
in some model limitations in describing reality. One such limitation is that biomass 
growth was not modeled in any of the models developed in this research. Just as 
contaminant concentration levels are significant when determining the amount of 
contaminant that undergoes biodegradation, the amount of biomass available to perform 
biodegradation is important as well. All of the models assumed a constant biomass 
concentration throughout the constructed wetland. This assumption aided in controlling 
the experiment so that model simulation results could be compared and differences 
between simulation results could not be attributed to varying levels of biomass. 
In addition to a constant biomass concentration, the models also assumed a very 
simplistic microbial population dynamic. It was assumed that four distinct microbial 
populations governed over the biodegradation of the chlorinated ethenes in the system, 
each population capable of only degrading one of the four contaminants (PCE, TCE, 
DCE, VC). This approach was taken to simplify the system; however, it neglects more 
complex microbial populations that can degrade multiple contaminants or can degrade 
contaminants from one form to a lower form, skipping intermediate forms. 
Another limitation of the model imposed by initial assumptions was that 
biodegradation occurred at any level of contaminant concentration. In the literature, 
researchers (Rittmann and McCarty, 1980, 1981; Saez and Rittmann, 1988; Rittmann, 
1993) introduce the concept of a minimum contaminant concentration below which no 
biomass activity occurs. That is, there is a minimum contaminant concentration that is 
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required to sustain certain types of microbial populations and that without these minimum 
concentrations, the microbial population will no longer thrive. 
Additionally, competition was not modeled to simplify the experiment and to 
focus on the main objective of the research. Like the minimum contaminant 
concentration concept, competition for electron donors and acceptors among microbial 
populations could have a significant effect on the biodegradation of chlorinated ethenes 
in a constructed wetland. 
Incorporating the concepts of biomass growth, complex microbial population 
dynamics, minimum sustainable contaminant concentration, and competition into the 
model would further add detail and realism to the models presented in this study. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
1. Incorporate a spatially varying contaminant concentration into a model that 
simulates processes such as; biomass growth, complex microbial population 
dynamic, minimum sustainable contaminant concentration, and competition. 
2. Further investigate the biofilm concept by exploring possible analytical 
solutions that describe the mass transfer of contaminants into a biofilm where 
biodegradation occurs. These solutions would eliminate the need to model the 
biofilm as a CSTR and consider a contaminant concentration profile within 
the biofilm when determining the mass flux of contaminant into the biofilm. 
3.   Currently, there is limited information on Monod kinetic and mass transfer 
parameters associated with constructed wetlands used for the remediation of 
chlorinated ethenes. Further research into the values of the maximum 
substrate utilization rate, k (T1), the half saturation constant, Km (M/L
3), and 
the mass transfer coefficient, kc (L/T), for chlorinated ethenes in a constructed 
wetland environment would add great detail and value to any future modeling 
efforts. 
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Final Assessment of the Thesis Effort 
Wetland environments are complex and dynamic systems that include many 
interrelating processes. The use of mechanistic models is an excellent way to investigate 
and understand the intricacies of these complex systems. Through the development and 
application of models, one may begin to understand the processes and structure that affect 
system behavior. 
Further development of mechanistic models that simulate the processes and 
interactions within constructed wetland environments will contribute to knowledge about 
these systems. Environmental managers and design engineers could then use this 
knowledge to manage, design and optimize constructed wetlands for the use of 
chlorinated ethene remediation. Use of constructed wetlands for remediation purposes 
could provide to be a viable alternative to current methods and prove to be more cost 
effective and environmentally friendly. 
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Appendix A - Model #1 STELLA Structure 
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Appendix B - Model #1 Equations 
Model #1 - CSTR: 
Mass Balance: 
CSTR[Contaminants](t) = Contaminant[Contaminants](t - dt) + (In[Contaminants] 
+ Production[Contaminants] - Out[Contaminants] - 
Biodegradation[Contaminants]) * dt 
INIT CSTR[Contaminants] = 0 
CSTR Inflows: 
In[Contaminants] = Flow*Initial_Concentrations[Contaminants] 
Production[PCE] = Biodegradation[Ethene]*Conversion[Ethene] 
Production[TCE] = Biodegradation[PCE]*Conversion[PCE] 
Production[DCE] = Biodegradation[TCE]*Conversion[TCE] 
Production[VC] = Biodegradation[DCE]*Conversion[DCE] 
Production[Ethene] = Biodegradation[VC]*Conversion[VC] 
CSTR Outflows: 





Biomass = 40.66 
Contaminant_Concentration[Contaminants] = 
Contaminant[Contaminants]/Water_Volume 
Conversion[PCE] = .79222 
Conversion[TCE] = .737724 
Conversion[DCE] = .644479 
Conversion[VC] = .448359 
Conversion[Ethene] = 0 
Flow =.001026 
Initial_Concentrations[PCE] = .0005 
Initial_Concentrations[TCE] = 0 
Initial_Concentrations[DCE] = 0 
Initial_Concentrations[VC] = 0 
Initial_Concentrations[Ethene] = 0 
k[PCE] = 8.292E-5 
k[TCE]=1.095E-4 
k[DCE] = 8.075E-5 
k[VC] = 5.21E-5 
k[Ethene] = 0 
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Ks[PCE] = .0896 
Ks[TCE] = .07096 
Ks[DCE] = .05233 
Ks[VC] = 18.125 
Ks[Ethene] = 1 
Wetland Parameters: 
Liters_per_Cubic_Meter = 1000 
Soil_Porosity = .5 
Unit_Length = 1 
Unit_Width = 1 
Water_Volume = 
(Unit_Length*Unit_Width*WL_Depth)*Soil_Porosity*Liters_per_Cubic_Meter 
WL_Depth = .4572 
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Appendix C - Model #2 STELLA Structure 
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Appendix D - Model #2 Equations 
Model #2 - Tanks-in-series: 
Mass Balance: 
TanksInSeries[Layer_Number,Contaminant](t) = 




Biodegradation[Layer_Number,Contaminant]) * dt 
INIT Layer[Layer_Number,Contaminant] = 0 
Inflows: 
Contaminant_In[l,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[l]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[PCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[ 1 ,PCE]) 
Contaminant_In[l,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[l]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[TCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[l ,TCE]) 
Contaminant_In[l,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[l]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[DCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[l ,DCE]) 
Contaminant_In[l,VC] = IF(Layer_#[l]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[VC]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[l ,VC]) 
Contaminant_In[l,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[l]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[Ethene]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[ 1 ,Ethene]) 
Contaminant_In[2,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[2]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[PCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[ 1 ,PCE]) 
Contaminant_In[2,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[2]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[TCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[l ,TCE]) 
Contaminant_In[2,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[2]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[DCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[l ,DCE]) 
Contaminant_In[2,VC] = IF(Layer_#[2]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[VC]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[l ,VC]) 
Contaminant_In[2,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[2]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[Ethene]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[ 1 ,Ethene]) 
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Contaminant_In[3,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[3]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[PCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[2,PCE]) 
Contaminant_In[3,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[3]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[TCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[2,TCE]) 
Contaminant_In[3,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[3]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[DCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[2,DCE]) 
Contaminant_In[3,VC] = IF(Layer_#[3]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[VC]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[2,VC]) 
Contaminant_In[3,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[3]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[Ethene]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[2,Ethene]) 
Contaminant_In[4,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[4]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[PCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[3,PCE]) 
Contaminant_In[4,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[4]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[TCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[3,TCE]) 
Contaminant_In[4,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[4]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[DCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[3,DCE]) 
Contaminant_In[4,VC] = IF(Layer_#[4]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[VC]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[3, VC]) 
Contaminant_In[4,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[4]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[Ethene]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[3,Ethene]) 
Contaminant_In[5,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[5]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[PCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[4,PCE]) 
Contaminant_In[5,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[5]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[TCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[4,TCE]) 
Contaminant_In[5,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[5]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[DCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[4,DCE]) 
Contaminant_In[5,VC] = IF(Layer_#[5]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[VC]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[4,VC]) 




Contaminant_In[6,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[6]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[PCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[5,PCE]) 
Contaminant_In[6,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[6]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[TCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[5,TCE]) 
Contaminant_In[6,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[6]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[DCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[5,DCE]) 
Contaminant_In[6,VC] = IF(Layer_#[6]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[VC]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out [5,VC]) 
Contaminant_In[6,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[6]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[Ethene]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[5,Ethene]) 
Contaminant_In[7,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[7]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[PCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[6,PCE]) 
Contaminant_In[7,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[7]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[TCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[6,TCE]) 
Contaminant_In[7,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[7]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[DCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[6,DCE]) 
Contaminant_In[7,VC] = IF(Layer_#[7]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[VC]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[6,VC]) 
Contaminant_In[7,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[7]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[Ethene]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[6,Ethene]) 
Contaminant_In[8,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[8]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[PCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[7,PCE]) 
Contaminant_In[8,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[8]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[TCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[7,TCE]) 
Contaminant_In[8,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[8]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[DCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[7,DCE]) 
Contaminant_In[8,VC] = IF(Layer_#[8]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[VC]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[7,VC]) 




Contaminant_In[9,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[9]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[PCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[8,PCE]) 
Contaminant_In[9,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[9]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[TCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[8,TCE]) 
Contaminant_In[9,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[9]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[DCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[8,DCE]) 
Contaminant_In[9,VC] = IF(Layer_#[9]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[VC]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[8,VC]) 
Contaminant_In[9,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[9]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[Ethene]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[8,Ethene]) 
Contaminant_In[10,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[10]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[PCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[9,PCE]) 
Contaminant_In[10,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[10]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[TCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[9,TCE]) 
Contaminant_In[10,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[10]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[DCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[9,DCE]) 
Contaminant_In[10,VC] = IF(Layer_#[10]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[VC]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[9,VC]) 
Contaminant_In[10,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[10]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[Ethene]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[9,Ethene]) 
Contaminant_In[l 1,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[l 1]=1) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[PCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[ 10,PCE]) 
Contaminant_In[l 1,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[l 1]=1) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[TCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[10,TCE]) 
Contaminant_In[l 1,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[l 1]=1) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[DCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[10,DCE]) 
Contaminant_In[l 1,VC] = IF(Layer_#[l 1]=1) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[VC]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[10,VC]) 




Contaminant_In[12,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[12]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[PCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[l 1,PCE]) 
Contaminant_In[12,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[12]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[TCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[l 1/TCE]) 
Contaminant_In[12,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[12]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[DCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[l 1,DCE]) 
Contaminant_In[12,VC] = IF(Layer_#[12]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[VC]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[l 1 ,VC]) 
Contaminant_In[12,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[12]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[Ethene]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[ 11 ,Ethene]) 
Contaminant_In[13,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[13]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[PCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[12,PCE]) 
Contaminant_In[13,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[13]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[TCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[12,TCE]) 
Contaminant_In[13,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[13]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[DCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[12,DCE]) 
Contaminant_In[13,VC] = IF(Layer_#[13]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[VC]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[12,VC]) 
Contaminant_In[13,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[13]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[Ethene]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[12,Ethene]) 
Contaminant_In[14,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[14]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[PCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[ 13 ,PCE]) 
Contaminant_In[14,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[14]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[TCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[ 13 ,TCE]) 
Contaminant_In[14,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[14]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[DCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[13,DCE]) 
Contaminant_In[14,VC] = IF(Layer_#[14]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[VC]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[ 13, VC]) 




Contaminant_In[15,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[15]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[PCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[14,PCE]) 
Contaminant_In[15,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[15]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[TCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[14,TCE]) 
Contaminant_In[15,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[15]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[DCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[14,DCE]) 
Contaminant_In[15,VC] = IF(Layer_#[15]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[VC]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[14,VC]) 
Contaminant_In[15,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[15]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[Ethene]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[ 14,Ethene]) 
Contaminant_In[16,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[16]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[PCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[15,PCE]) 
Contaminant_In[16,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[16]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[TCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[15,TCE]) 
Contaminant_In[16,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[16]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[DCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[l 5,DCE]) 
Contaminant_In[16,VC] = IF(Layer_#[16]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[VC]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[15,VC]) 
Contaminant_In[16,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[16]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[Ethene]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[ 15,Ethene]) 
Contaminant_In[17,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[17]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[PCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[ 16,PCE]) 
Contaminant_In[17,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[17]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[TCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[ 16,TCE]) 
Contaminant_In[17,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[17]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[DCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[16,DCE]) 
Contaminant_In[17,VC] = IF(Layer_#[17]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[VC]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[16,VC]) 




Contaminant_In[18,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[18]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[PCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[ 17,PCE]) 
Contaminant_In[18,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[18]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[TCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[17,TCE]) 
Contaminant_In[18,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[18]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[DCE]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[17,DCE]) 
Contaminant_In[18,VC] = IF(Layer_#[18]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[VC]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[17,VC]) 
Contaminant_In[18,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[18]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Concentration[Ethene]*Flow) 
ELSE(Contaminant_Out[ 17,Ethene]) 
Contaminant_Production[l,PCE] = 0*Biodegradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[l,TCE] = Biodegradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[ 1 ,DCE] = Biodegradation[ 1 ,TCE] *Conversion_F actor [TCE] 
Contaminant_Production[ 1 ,VC] = Biodegradation[ 1 ,DCE] *Conversion_F actor [DCE] 
Contamiriant_Production[ 1 ,Ethene] = Biodegradation[ 1, VC] *Conversion_Factor[VC] 
Contaminant_Production[2,PCE] = 0*Biodegradation[2,PCE] *Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[2,TCE] = Biodegradation[2,PCE] *Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[2,DCE] = Biodegradation[2,TCE]*Conversion_Factor[TC E] 
Contaminant_Production[2,VC] = Biodegradation[2,DCE] *Conversion_F actor [DCE] 
Contaminant_Production[2,Ethene] = Biodegradation[2,VC] *Conversion_Factor[VC] 
Contaminant_Production[3,PCE] = 0*Biodegradation[2,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[3,TCE] = Biodegradation[3,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[3,DCE] = Biodegradation[3,TCE]*Conversion_Factor[TCE] 
Contaminant_Production[3,VC] = Biodegradation[3,DCE] *Conversion_F actor [DCE] 
Contaminant_Production[3,Ethene] = Biodegradation[3,VC] *Conversion_Factor[VC] 
Contaminant_Production[4,PCE] = 0*Biodegradation[2,PCE] *Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[4,TCE] = Biodegradation[4,PCE] *Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[4,DCE] = Biodegradation[4,TCE] *Conversion_Factor[TCE] 
Contaminant_Production[4,VC] = Biodegradation[4,DCE] *Conversion_F actor [DCE] 
Contaminant_Production[4,Etriene] = Biodegradation[4,VC] *Conversion_Factor[VC] 
Contaminant_Production[5,PCE] = 0*Biodegradation[2,PCE] *Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[5,TCE] = Biodegradation[5,PCE] *Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[5,DCE] = Biodegradation[5,TCE] *Conversion_F actor [TCE] 
Contaminant_Production[5,VC] = Biodegradation[5,DCE] *Conversion_F actor [DCE] 
Contaminant_Production[5,Ethene] = Biodegradation[5,VC] *Conversion_Factor[VC] 
Contaminant_Production[6,PCE] = 0*Biodegradation[2,PCE] *Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[6,TCE] = Biodegradation[6,PCE] *Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[6,DCE] = Biodegradation[6,TCE]*Conversbn_Factor[TCE] 
Contaminant_Production[6, VC] = Biodegradation[6,DCE] *Conversion_F actor [DCE 
Contaminant_Production[6,Etriene] = Biodegradation[6,VC] *Conversion_Factor[VC] 
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Contaminant_Production[7,PCE] = 0*Biodegradation[2,PCE] *Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[7,TCE] = Biodegradation[7,PCE] *Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[7,DCE] = Biodegradation[7,TCE] *Conversion_F actor [TCE] 
Contaminant_Production[7,VC] = Biodegradation[7,DCE] *Conversion_F actor [DCE] 
Contaminant_Production[7,Ethene] = Biodegradation[7, VC] *Conversion_Factor[VC] 
Contaminant_Production[8,PCE] = 0*Biodegradation[2,PCE] *Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[8,TCE] = Biodegradation[8,PCE] *Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[8,DCE] = Biodegradation[8,TCE]*Conversion_Factor[TCE] 
Contaminant_Production[8,VC] = Biodegradation[8,DCE] *Conversion_F actor [DCE] 
Contaminant_Production[8,Ethene] = Biodegradation[8,VC] *Conversion_Factor[VC] 
Contaminant_Production[9,PCE] = 0*Biodegradation[2,PCE] *Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[9,TCE] = Biodegradation[9,PCE] *Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[9,DCE] = Biodegradation[9,TCE] *Conversion_F actor [TCE] 
Contaminant_Production[9,VC] = Biodegradation[9,DCE] *Conversion_F actor [DCE] 
Contaminant_Production[9,Etrie ne] = Biodegradation[9,VC] *Conversion_Factor[VC] 
Contaminant_Production[10,PCE] = 0*Biodegradation[2,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[10,TCE] = Biodegradation[10,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[ 10,DCE] = Biodegradation[ 10,TCE] *Conversion_F actor [TCE] 
Contaminant_Production[ 10,VC] = Biodegradation[ 10,DCE] *Conversion_F actor [DCE] 
Contaminant_Production[l 0,Ethene] = Biodegradation[ 10,VC] *Conversion_Factor[VC] 
Contaminant_Production[l 1,PCE] = 0*Biodegradation[2,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[l 1,TCE] = Biodegradation[l l,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[l 1,DCE] = Biodegradation[l 1,TCE] *Conversion_F actor [TCE] 
Contaminant_Production[l 1,VC] = Biodegradation[l 1,DCE] *Conversion_F actor [DCE] 
Contaminant_Production[l l,Ethene] = Biodegradation[l 1,VC]* Conversion_F actor [VC] 
Contaminant_Production[12,PCE] = 0*Biodegradation[2,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[12,TCE] = Biodegradation[12,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[12,DCE] = Biodegradation[12,TCE]*Conversion_Factor[TCE] 
Contaminant_Production[12,VC] = Biodegradation[12,DCE]*Conversion_Factor[DCE] 
Contaminant_Production[12,Etriene] = Biodegradation[12,VC]*Conversion_Factor[VC] 
Contaminant_Production[13,PCE] = 0*Biodegradation[2,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[ 13 ,TCE] = Biodegradation[ 13 ,PCE] * Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[ 13,DCE] = Biodegradation[ 13,TCE] *Conversion_F actor [TCE] 
Contamiriant_Production[ 13, VC] = Biodegradation[ 13 ,DCE] *Conver sion_Factor[DCE] 
Contaminant_Production[13,Ethene] = Biodegradation[13,VC]*Conversion_Factor[VC] 
Contaminant_Production[14,PCE] = 0*Biodegradation[2,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[14,TCE] = Biodegradation[14,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[14,DCE] = Biodegradation[14,TCE]*Conversion_Factor[TCE] 
Contaminant_Production[14,VC] = Biodegradation[14,DCE]*Conversion_Factor[DCE] 
Contaminant_Production[14,Etriene] = Biodegradation[14,VC]*Conversion_Factor[VC] 
Contaminant_Production[15,PCE] = 0*Biodegradation[2,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[15,TCE] = Biodegradation[15,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[ 15,DCE] = Biodegradation[ 15,TCE] *Conversion_F actor [TCE] 
Contaminant_Production[15,VC] = Biodegradation[15,DCE]*Conversion_Factor[DCE] 
Contaminant_Production[15,Etriene] = Biodegradation[15,VC]*Conversion_Factor[VC] 
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Contaminant_Production[16,PCE] = 0*Biodegradation[2,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[ 16,TCE] = Biodegradation[ 16,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[ 16,DCE] = Biodegradation[ 16,TCE] *Conversion_F actor [TCE] 
Contaminant_Production[ 16, VC] = Biodegradation[ 16,DCE] *Conversion_F actor [DCE] 
Contaminant_Production[ 16,Ethene] = Biodegradation[ 16, VC] *Conversion_Factor [VC] 
Contaminant_Production[17,PCE] = 0*Biodegradation[2,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[17,TCE] = Biodegradation[17,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[ 17,DCE] = Biodegradation[ 17,TCE] *Conversion_F actor [TCE] 
Contamiriant_Production[ 17,VC] = Biodegradation[ 17,DCE] *Conversion_Factor[DCE] 
Contaminant_Production[17,Ethene] = Biodegradation[17,VC]*Conversion_Factor[VC] 
Contaminant_Production[18,PCE] = 0*Biodegradation[2,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[18,TCE] = Biodegradation[18,PCE]*Conversion_Factor[PCE] 
Contaminant_Production[ 18,DCE] = Biodegradation[ 18,TCE] *Conversion_F actor [TCE] 
Contaminant_Production[ 18,VC] = Biodegradation[ 18,DCE] *Conversion_F actor [DCE] 











Conversion_Factor[PCE] = .79222 
Conversion_Factor[TCE] = .737724 
Conversion_Factor[DCE] = .644479 
Conversion_Factor[VC] = .448359 
Conversion_Factor[Ethene] = 0 
Flow =.001026 
Initial_Concentration[PCE] = .0005 
Initial_Concentration[TCE] = 0 
Initial_Concentration[DCE] = 0 
Initial_Concentration[VC] = 0 
Initial_Concentration[Ethene] = 0 
k[PCE] = 8.292E-5 
k[TCE]=1.095E-4 
k[DCE] = 8.075E-5 
k[VC] = 5.21E-5 
k[Ethene] = 0 
Ks[PCE] = .0896 
Ks[TCE] = .07096 
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Ks[DCE] = .05233 
Ks[VC] = 18.125 




















[I] = 1 
[2] = 2 
[3] = 3 
[4] =4 
[5] = 5 
[6] = 6 
[7] = 7 
[8] = 8 
[9] = 9 
[10] = 10 
[II] = 11 
[12] = 12 
[13] = 13 
[14] = 14 
[15] = 15 
[16] = 16 
[17] = 17 
[18] = 18 
Layer_Biomass[Contaminant] = 2.258797 
Wetland Parameters: 
Layer_Water_Vol = (Unit_Volume*Soil_Porosity*Liters_in_Cubic_Meter)/Layers 
Liters_in_Cubic_Meter = 1000 
Soil_Porosity = .5 
Unit_Length = 1 
Unit_Volume = WL_Depth*Unit_Length*Unit_Width 
Unit_Width = lWL_Depth = .4572 
Appendix E - Model #3 STELLA Structure 
da 13 Model #3 - Biofilm 8 
Unit Flow Initial Con       Layer # 
r Unit Flow Bulk Con 
k Ks     UnitBiomass  Biofilm Con 
|-Q *[fi] Wetland Properties Q 
WL Length       WL Width WL Depth Soil particle diameter      Unit Soil Volume WL Flow Unit Surface Area ^^ ^ ^^ ^^ 
Q p   O     r° 
WL Surface Area WL Volume Soil Particle Volume     Particles per Unit WL Surface Area      Unit Flow Unit Water Velocity 
WL Depth    Layer Bulk Water Volume       WL Porosity 
Unit Length (V"" 
"^O 
Liters per Cubic Meter 
Layer Biofilm Water Volume 
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ds> ni 3iofilm Properties 8 
Particles per Unit 
iiofilm Water Content 
Liters per Cubic Meter 
iofilm Depth Soil Particle Volume 
Layers 
Water Volume 




Particles per Units      Soil Particle diameter 
c 
Biofilm Depth 
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Appendix F - Model #3 Equations 
Biofilm Properties: 
Biofilm_Coverage = .5 
Biofilm_Depth = 1E-6 









CSTR_Biomass = 25000 






Contaminant Conversion Factors: 
Contaminant_MW[PCE] = 165.8 
Contaminant_MW[TCE] = 131.35 
Contaminant_MW[DCE] = 96.9 
Contaminant_MW[VC] = 62.45 
Contaminant_MW[Ethene] = 28 
Conversion_Factors[PCE] = Cortaminant_MW[TCE]/Contaminant_MW[PCE] 
Conversion_Factors[TCE] = Contaminant_MW[DCE]/Contaminant_MW[TCE] 
Conversion_Factors[DCE] = Contaminant_MW[VC]/Contaminant_MW[DCE] 
Conversion_Factors[VC] = Contaminant_MW[Ethene]/Contaminant_MW[VC] 
Conversion_Factors[Ethene] = 0/Contaminant_MW[Ethene] 
Model #3 - Biofilm: 
Biofilm Mass Balance: 
Biofilm_Contaminant[Layer,Contaminant](t) = 
Biofilm_Contaminant[Layer,Contaminant](t - dt) + 
(Production[Layer,Contaminant] + Diffüsion[Layer,Contaminant] - 
Degradation[Layer,Contaminant]) * dt 
INIT Biofilm_Contaminant[Layer,Contaminant] = 0 
Biofilm Inflows: 
Production[l,PCE] = 0*Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[l,TCE] = Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[l,DCE] = Degradation[l,TCE]*Conversion_Factors[TCE] 
Production[l,VC] = Degradation[l,DCE]*Conversion_Factors[DCE] 
Production[l,Ethene] = Degradation[l,VC]*Conversion_Factors[VC] 
Production[2,PCE] = 0*Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[2,TCE] = Degradation[2,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[2,DCE] = Degradation[2,TCE]*Conversion_Factors[TCE] 
Production[2,VC] = Degradation[2,DCE]*Conversion_Factors[DCE] 
Production[2,Ethene] = Degradation[2,VC]*Conversion_Factors[VC] 
Production[3,PCE] = 0*Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[3,TCE] = Degradation[3,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[3,DCE] = Degradation[3,TCE] *Conversion_F actors [TCE] 
Production[3,VC] = Degradation[3,DCE]*Conversion_Factors[DCE] 
Production[3,Ethene] = Degradation[3,VC]*Conversion_Factors[VC] 
Production[4,PCE] = 0*Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[4,TCE] = Degradation[4,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[4,DCE] = Degradation[4,TCE]*Conversion_Factors[TCE] 
Production[4,VC] = Degradation[4,DCE]*Conversion_Factors[DCE] 
Production[4,Ethene] = Degradation[4,VC]*Conversion_Factors[VC] 
Production[5,PCE] = 0*Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[5,TCE] = Degradation[5,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[5,DCE] = Degradation[5,TCE]*Conversion_Factors[TCE] 
Production[5,VC] = Degradation[5,DCE]*Conversion_Factors[DCE] 
Production[5,Ethene] = Degradation[5,VC]*Conversion_Factors[VC] 
Production[6,PCE] = 0*Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[6,TCE] = Degradation[6,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[6,DCE] = Degradation[6,TCE]*Conversion_Factors[TCE] 
Production[6,VC] = Degradation[6,DCE]*Conversion_Factors[DCE] 
Production[6,Ethene] = Degradation[6,VC]*Conversion_Factors[VC] 
Production[7,PCE] = 0*Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[7,TCE] = Degradation[7,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[7,DCE] = Degradation[7,TCE]*Conversion_Factors[TCE] 
Production[7,VC] = Degradation[7,DCE]*Conversion_Factors[DCE] 
Production[7,Ethene] = Degradation[7,VC]*Conversion_Factors[VC] 
Production[8,PCE] = 0*Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[8,TCE] = Degradation[8,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[8,DCE] = Degradation[8,TCE] *Conversion_F actors [TCE] 
Production[8,VC] = Degradation[8,DCE]*Conversion_Factors[DCE] 
Production[8,Ethene] = Degradation[8,VC]*Conversion_Factors[VC] 
Production[9,PCE] = 0*Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[9,TCE] = Degradation[9,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[9,DCE] = Degradation[9,TCE]*Conversion_Factors[TCE] 
Productbn[9,VC] = Degradation[9,DCE]*Conversion_Factors[DCE] 
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Production[9,Ethene] = Degradation[9,VC]*Conversion_Factors[VC] 
Production[10,PCE] = 0*Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[ 10,TCE] = Degradation[ 10,PCE] *Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[ 10,DCE] = Degradation[ 10,TCE] *Conversion_Factors[TCE] 
Production[10,VC] = Degradation[10,DCE]*Conversion_Factors[DCE] 
Production[10,Ethene] = Degradation[10,VC]*Conversion_Factors[VC] 
Production[l 1,PCE] = 0*Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[l 1,TCE] = Degradation^ l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[l 1,DCE] = Degradation^ l,TCE]*Conversion_Factors[TCE] 
Production[ll,VC] = Degradation^ l,DCE]*Conversion_Factors[DCE] 
Production[l l,Ethene] = Degradation^ l,VC]*Conversion_Factors[VC] 
Production[12,PCE] = 0*Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[12,TCE] = Degradation[12,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[12,DCE] = Degradation[12,TCE]*Conversion_Factors[TCE] 
Production[12,VC] = Degradation[12,DCE]*Conversion_Factors[DCE] 
Production[12,Ethene] = Degradation[12,VC]*Conversion_Factors[VC] 
Production[13,PCE] = 0*Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[ 13 ,TCE] = Degradation[ 13 ,PCE] * Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[ 13 ,DCE] = Degradation[ 13 ,TCE] * Conversion_Factors[TCE] 
Production[13,VC] = Degradation[13,DCE]*Conversion_Factors[DCE] 
Production[ 13 ,Ethene] = Degradation[ 13, VC] * Conversion_Factors[ VC] 
Production[14,PCE] = 0*Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[14,TCE] = Degradation[14,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[14,DCE] = Degradation[14,TCE]*Conversion_Factors[TCE] 
Production[14,VC] = Degradation[14,DCE]*Conversion_Factors[DCE] 
Production[14,Ethene] = Degradation[14,VC]*Conversion_Factors[VC] 
Production[15,PCE] = 0*Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[ 15,TCE] = Degradation[ 15,PCE] *Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[15,DCE] = Degradation[15,TCE]*Conversion_Factors[TCE] 
Production[15,VC] = Degradation[15,DCE]*Conversion_Factors[DCE] 
Production[ 15,Ethene] = Degradation[ 15,VC] *Conversion_Factors[VC] 
Production[16,PCE] = 0*Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[ 16,TCE] = Degradation[ 16,PCE] *Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[ 16,DCE] = Degradation[ 16,TCE] *Conversion_Factors[TCE] 
Production[16,VC] = Degradation[16,DCE]*Conversion_Factors[DCE] 
Production[16,Ethene] = Degradation[16,VC]*Conversion_Factors[VC] 
Production[17,PCE] = 0*Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[ 17,TCE] = Degradation[ 17,PCE] *Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[17,DCE] = Degradation[17,TCE]*Conversion_Factors[TCE] 
Production[17,VC] = Degradation[17,DCE]*Conversion_Factors[DCE] 
Production[17,Ethene] = Degradation[17,VC]*Conversion_Factors[VC] 
Production[18,PCE] = 0*Degradation[l,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[18,TCE] = Degradation[18,PCE]*Conversion_Factors[PCE] 
Production[18,DCE] = Degradation[18,TCE]*Conversion_Factors[TCE] 
Production[18,VC] = Degradation[18,DCE]*Conversion_Factors[DCE] 
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Bulk Mass Balance: 
Bulk_Contaminant[Layer,Contaminant](t) = Bulk_Contaminant[Layer,Contaminant](t - 
dt) + (In[Layer,Contaminant] - To_Next_Layer[Layer,Contaminant] - 
Diffusion[Layer,Contaminant]) * dt 
INIT Bulk_Contaminant[Layer,Contaminant] = 0 
Bulk Inflows: 
In[l,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[l]=l) 
THEN(InitiaLCon[PCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 1 ,PCE]) 
In[l,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[l]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[TCE] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 1 ,TCE]) 
In[l,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[l]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[DCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 1 ,DCE]) 
In[l,VC] = IF(Layer_#[l]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[VC] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 1 ,VC]) 
In[l,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[l]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[Ethene]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 1 ,Ethene]) 
In[2,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[2]=l) 
THEN(InitiaLCon[PCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 1 ,PCE]) 
In[2,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[2]=l) 
THEN(InitiaLCon[TCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 1 ,TCE]) 
In[2,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[2]=l) 
THEN(InitiaLCon[DCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 1 ,DCE]) 
In[2,VC] = IF(Layer_#[2]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[VC] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 1 ,VC]) 
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In[2,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[2]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[Ethene]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 1 ,Ethene]) 
In[3,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[3]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[PCE] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[2,PCE]) 
In[3,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[3]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[TCE] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[2,TCE]) 
In[3,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[3]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[DCE] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[2,DCE]) 
In[3,VC] = IF(Layer_#[3]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[VC] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[2,VC]) 
In[3,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[3]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[Ethene]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[2,Ethene]) 
In[4,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[4]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[PCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[3,PCE]) 
In[4,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[4]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[TCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[3,TCE]) 
In[4,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[4]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[DCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[3,DCE]) 
In[4,VC] = IF(Layer_#[4]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[VC] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[3,VC]) 
In[4,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[4]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[Ethene]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[3,Ethene]) 
In[5,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[5]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[PCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[4,PCE]) 
In[5,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[5]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[TCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[4,TCE]) 
In[5,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[5]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[DCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[4,DCE]) 
In[5,VC] = IF(Layer_#[5]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[VC] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[4,VC]) 
In[5,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[5]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[Ethene]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[4,Ethene]) 
In[6,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[6]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[PCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[5,PCE]) 
In[6,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[6]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[TCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[5,TCE]) 
In[6,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[6]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[DCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[5,DCE]) 
In[6,VC] = IF(Layer_#[6]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[VC] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[5,VC]) 
In[6,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[6]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[Ethene]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[5,Ethene]) 
In[7,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[7]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[PCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[6,PCE]) 
In[7,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[7]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[TCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[6,TCE]) 
In[7,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[7]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[DCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[6,DCE]) 
In[7,VC] = IF(Layer_#[7]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[VC] *Unit_F low) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[6,VC]) 
In[7,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[7]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[Ethene]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[6,Ethene]) 
In[8,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[8]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[PCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[7,PCE]) 
In[8,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[8]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[TCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[7,TCE]) 
In[8,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[8]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[DCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[7,DCE]) 




In[8,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[8]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[Ethene]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[7,Ethene]) 
In[9,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[9]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[PCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[8,PCE]) 
In[9,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[9]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[TCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[8,TCE]) 
In[9,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[9]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[DCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[8,DCE]) 
In[9,VC] = IF(Layer_#[9]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[VC] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[8,VC]) 
In[9,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[9]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[Ethene]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[8,Ethene]) 
In[10,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[10]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[PCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[9,PCE]) 
In[10,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[10]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[TCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[9,TCE]) 
In[10,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[10]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[DCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[9,DCE]) 
In[10,VC] = IF(Layer_#[10]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[VC] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[9,VC]) 
In[10,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[10]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[Ethene]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[9,Ethene]) 
In[ll,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[ll]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[PCE] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 10,PCE]) 
In[ll,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[ll]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[TCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 10,TCE]) 
In[l 1,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[l 1]=1) 
THEN(Initial_Con[DCE] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 10,DCE]) 
In[l 1,VC] = IF(Layer_#[l 1]=1) 
THEN(Initial_Con[VC] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 10,VC]) 
In[l l,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[l 1]=1) 
THEN(Initial_Con[Ethene]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 10,Ethene]) 
In[12,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[12]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[PCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[l 1,PCE]) 
In[12,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[12]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[TCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[l 1,TCE]) 
In[12,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[12]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[DCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[l 1,DCE]) 
In[12,VC] = IF(Layer_#[12]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[VC] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[l 1,VC]) 
In[12,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[12]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[Ethene]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[l l,Ethene]) 
In[13,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[13]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[PCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[12,PCE]) 
In[13,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[13]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[TCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[12,TCE]) 
In[13,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[13]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[DCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[12,DCE]) 
In[13,VC] = IF(Layer_#[13]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[VC] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[12,VC]) 
In[13,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[13]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[Ethene]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[12,Ethene]) 
In[14,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[14]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[PCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 13,PCE]) 
In[14,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[14]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[TCE] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 13 ,TCE]) 
In[14,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[14]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[DCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 13 ,DCE]) 
In[14,VC] = IF(Layer_#[14]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[VC] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 13, VC]) 
In[14,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[14]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[Ethene]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[13,Ethene]) 
In[15,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[15]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[PCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[14,PCE]) 
In[15,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[15]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[TCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[14,TCE]) 
In[15,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[15]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[DCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[14,DCE]) 
In[15,VC] = IF(Layer_#[15]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[VC] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[14,VC]) 
In[15,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[15]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[Ethene]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[14,Ethene]) 
In[16,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[16]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[PCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 15,PCE]) 
In[16,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[16]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[TCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[15,TCE]) 
In[16,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[16]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[DCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 15,DCE]) 
In[16,VC] = IF(Layer_#[16]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[VC] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 15,VC]) 
In[16,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[16]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[Ethene]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 15,Ethene]) 
In[17,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[17]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[PCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 16,PCE]) 
In[17,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[17]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[TCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 16,TCE]) 
In[17,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[17]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[DCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 16,DCE]) 
In[17,VC] = IF(Layer_#[17]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[VC] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 16,VC]) 
In[17,Ethene] = IF(Layer_#[17]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[Ethene]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 16,Ethene]) 
In[18,PCE] = IF(Layer_#[18]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[PCE] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 17,PCE]) 
In[18,TCE] = IF(Layer_#[18]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[TCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 17,TCE]) 
In[18,DCE] = IF(Layer_#[18]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[DCE]*Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 17,DCE]) 
In[18,VC] = IF(Layer_#[18]=l) 
THEN(Initial_Con[VC] *Unit_Flow) 
ELSE(To_Next_Layer[ 17,VC]) 








Gradient[Layer,Contaminant] = Bulk_Con[Layer,Contaminant]- 
Biofilm_Con[Layer,Contaminant] 
Parameter Values: 
Initial_Con[PCE] = .0005 
Initial_Con[TCE] = 0 
Initial_Con[DCE] = 0 
Initial_Con[VC] = 0 
Initial_Con[Ethene] = 0 
k[PCE] = 8.292E-5 
k[TCE]=1.095E-4 
k[DCE] = 8.075E-5 
k[VC] = 5.21E-5 
k[Ethene] = 0 
Ks[PCE] = .0896 
Ks[TCE] = .07096 
Ks[DCE] = .05233 
Ks[VC] = 18.125 
Ks[Ethene] = 1 
Layer_#[l] = 1 


















3] = 3 
4] =4 
5] = 5 
6] = 6 
7] = 7 
8] = 8 
9] = 9 

















Mass_Transport_Coefficient[PCE] = 3.154E-6 
Mass_Transport_Coefficient[TCE] = 3.407E-6 
Mass_Transport_Coefficient[DCE] = 3.9E-6 
Mass_Transport_Coefficient[VC] = 4.1E-6 






Liters_per_Cubic_Meter = 1000 
Particles_per_Unit = Unit_Soil_Volume/Soil_Particle_Volume 
Soil_Particle_diameter = .001 
Soil_Particle_Volume = (4/3)*PI*(Soil_Particle_diameter/2)A3 
Unit_Flow = (WL_Flow*Unit_Surface_Area)/WL_Surface_Area 
Unit_Length = 1 
Unit_Soil_Volume = Unit_Volume*(l-WL_Porosity) 
Unit_Surface_Area = Unit_Length*Unit_Width 
Unit_Volume = Unit_Surface_Area*WL_Depth 
Unit_Water_Velocity = (Unit_Flow/Liters_per_Cubic_Meter)/Unit_Surface_Area 
Unit_Width = 1 
WL_Depth = .4572 
WL_Flow = .631 
WL_Length = 36.6 
WL_Porosity = .5 
WL_Surface_Area = WL_Lengtri*WL_Width 
WL_Volume = WL_Surface_Area*WL_Depth 
WL Width =16.8 
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Appendix G - Characteristic Time Scale Calculations 
Calculating the characteristic reaction time scale  
kaPCE 
Characteristic Mass Transfer Time Scale for PCE 
kc :=  3.154-10" 
6 m 
sec 
Lb := 2.6-10    m 
^mt  • 
Lb 
kc 




Since the Damkohler number is less than 10, the system with a mass tansfer coefficient 
of 3.154 x 10 "6 is closely approximated by a tanks-in-series model. 
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Appendix H - Second Damköhler Number Calculations 
Calculating the Damkohler number when k    c = 3.154 x 10 3- 
First we find the diffusion coefficient using new k    c value. 
v:= 1.03-10 
-6 m 




Dah := — 
Sc 
Re := 4.104-10 
-3 
kr := 3.154-10 
-7m 
sec 
Sc = 3.89 x 10 






Next, we solve for the characteristic mass transfer time scale with new k andL, 




This Damkohler number is greater then 10, so we would use Model #3 to model the 
system. This result agrees with the results shown in Figure 4.10. We can see that the 
spatial concentration profile for the system with k    c = 3.154x10-
7 starts to depart from 
the spatial concentration profile of the reaction-limited case (Model #2), indicating that 
mass transfer limitations are starting to have an effect on effluent concentrations. 
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Calculating the Damkohler number when k        „ = 3.154x10 =S 
First we find the diffusion coefficient using new k c value  
-6m 
v :=  1.03-10      
sec 
Re := 4.104-10-3 
- s m 




v :=  1.004-10      
sec Sc := 
i 




Sc =  1.23 x 106 
Dah := — 
Sc 
Now we find the depth of the stagnant liquid layer with new diffusion coefficient 
value.... 
3        2 
Lb := 
Dab-Re   -Sc 
5.7-v 
Next, we solve for the characteristic mass transfer time scale with new k andL b. 
Lb 
'tnt 
Finally, we solve for the Damkohler number.. 
DA := 
'tnt 
This Damkohler number is greater then 10, so we would use Model #3 to model the 
system. This result agrees with the results shown in Figure 4.10. We can see that the 
spatial concentration profile for the system with k        c = 3.154x10 "
8 starts to depart from 
the spatial concentration profile of the reaction-limited case (Model #2), indicating that 
mass transfer limitations are starting to have an effect on effluent concentrations. 
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Calculating the Damkohler number when k 3.154x10 £ 
First we find the diffusion coefficient using new k       c value. 
v:=  1.03-10 
-6 m 




Re := 4.104-10 
-3 





Sc = 3.89 x 10 
7 
Now we find the depth of the stagnant liquid layer with new diffusion coefficient 
value.... 
3        2 
Lb:= 
Dab-Re   -Sc 
5.7-v 
Next, we solve for the characteristic mass transfer time scale with new k 
_  }± 
kc 




This Damkohler number is greater then 10, so we would use Model #3 to model the 
system. This result agrees with the results shown in Figure 4.10. We can see that the 
spatial concentration profile for the system with k       c = 3.154xl0 "
9 starts to depart from 
the spatial concentration profile of the reaction-limited case (Model #2), indicating that 
mass transfer limitations are starting to have an effect on effluent concentrations. 
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Calculating the Damkohler number when k 3.154x10 £ 
First we find the diffusion coefficient using new k       c value. 
v:=  1.03-10" 
6 m 
sec 
v :=  1.004-10" 
6m 
sec 
Dab ■- Yc 
Re := 4.104-10" kr := 3.154-10" 
Sc = 38.897 
5 m 
sec 
Now we find the depth of the stagnant liquid layer with new diffusion coefficient 
value.... 





Next, we solve for the characteristic mass transfer time scale with new k and Li 
Lb 
'mt 




This Damkohler number is less than 10, so we would use Model #2 to model the system 
because mass transfer has little effect on the system and can be approximated using the 
reaction-limited case. 
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Appendix I - Tanks-In-Series Calculations 
Tanks-in-series solution from Clark (1996) for 1 Tank 
N:= 1        hsvs := .4572m       lsvs := lm        wsvs :=  lm        Q :=  1.02610 
3  n := .5 
kPCE:= 8.292-10 "sec  ' Mbio := 40.66mg       V     := h    -1    -w    -n Vovo = 2.286 x lO^L 
-5       -1 
"sys ' 
Mbio -1 mg 







kPCE' Xbio 4        -1 
K, sPCE 
V, 
kfirst = 1-646 x 10    sec tbar := 
sys 
Q 
tbar = 2.228 x 10 sec 
'-'out •     Hn' 
[ ,        kf5rst-tbar 1 
1 +  
N i   J 
Tanks-in-series solution from Clark (1996) for 18 Tanks 
N:=  18      h     •= .4572m       lsvs := lm        wsvs :=  Im        Q- 1.026-10' 'sys sys n := .5 
-5       -1 




Xbi0 = 1.779 x 10" 
l mg 
sys 
KsPCE := .0896^ Cin := .0005 
mg 
kpcE-Xhjo _4 






tbar = 2.228 x 10 sec 
^>ut •      Mn 
[           kfirst-tbar 1 
1+  I N 
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